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Executive Summary
In 2018, the Victorian government passed Australia’s first-ever treaty law (State Government of
Victoria, 2018) but the new treaty legislation is startingly silent on any direction on spatiality. This
reflects a wider silence in both Victorian and federal legislative frameworks which ignore the spatial
dimension of treaty negotiations. It leads to the questions: to what places does a negotiated treaty
apply, and how should/will treaty affect the use, management, access and ownership of Country,
embodying land, water, air, flora, fauna and mineral resources?
Many land and geospatial professionals will find themselves playing a role in helping to address
these questions, whether as researchers, consultants, or public servants. The use of spatial data
and geographic information systems (GIS) have become mainstreamed as a policy tool, but there
are recognised difficulties in applying western-oriented GIS to Indigenous knowledge. Therefore,
the central question addressed in this Concept Paper is: What might the spatial implications of
treaty be for land and geospatial professionals?
Spatial implications for land and geospatial professionals are interpreted here in two main ways:
• Practice: how has the discipline of spatial science contributed to current concepts and
approaches used to record and represent Indigenous property rights that conflicts with
Indigenous knowledge systems?
• Practical: what are the practical challenges and opportunities in current ways of recording
and representing of Indigenous property rights in Victoria, and how might these change in
the context of unceded Indigenous sovereignty?

Practice Implications
Spatial science has legitimised a technocratic view of representing space and place as segmented
and regularised to make it measurable. This has created an expectation of truth as that which is
precise, accurate, logical and empirically validated. Such an approach, however, has meant that
the physical aspects of a phenomena is divorced from its social context, which deprives the
researcher of true understanding as well as provides opportunities to distort the truth.
The logic of classification inherent in spatial science also means that only ‘useful’ spatial
knowledge (often determined by western practitioners) tends to be preserved. This abstracted
knowledge only becomes validated as ‘knowledge’ when subjected to evaluation and validation by
(western) scientific criteria. Spatial technologies are also increasingly digital technologies, which
means that those objects that can be represented are restricted by the ontological conditions of the
technology itself, i.e. only those objects that are typically discrete, quantifiable, measurable and
temporally static can be represented.
There are well-documented challenges around the development of indigenous cartographies and
information systems related to loss of concepts of land/place and boundaries, parameters around
data accessibility, and data sovereignty. When applied to Indigenous knowledge, the practice of
spatial science and its epistemic and technical conditions essentially determines what Indigenous
knowledge is useful, eligible and able to be recorded. A reductionist approach is fundamentally at
odds with the Indigenous concept of Country as an inter-related, socially-embedded entity. Hence,
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the full meaning behind Indigenous knowledge is not only subverted, it also renders that which is
not recorded, invisible.
Additionally, the Eurocentric assumption of expecting spatial information to be communicated
graphically omits other types of practices. Indigenous spatial knowledge is characterised by
multiple modes of cognition which cannot be adequately – or indeed, at all – captured by
geospatial technologies, nor can we assume that non-Indigenous people be able to know, or be
invited to learn, about such knowledge. Spatial science as a practice, has been considered
simultaneously empowering and disempowering when applied to Indigenous contexts and its
appropriateness as a modality for engaging with Indigenous spatiality has been argues and
critiqued.
Changes in spatial science in the last 20 years however, signal potential for change especially with
the mainstreaming and increasing accessibility of spatial technologies, and the role of the internet
in democratising spatial data and introducing non-expert and qualitative data into spatial systems.
Consequently, the practice of spatial science is now perceived to be better able to support the
social and spatial relationships that provide a place with meaning.

Practical Implications
A review of six key pieces of Victorian legislation for this paper indicated that location is the most
commonly referenced spatial detail. It identifies areas set aside for governing by Traditional
Owners via native title or other governance structures, areas under scrutiny as potentially
impacting on Traditional Owners or Aboriginal cultural heritage, and places where Aboriginal
objects of significant cultural heritage are (or thought to be) located. Related to location is
information about spatial extent of areas (boundaries) demarcating territorial governance limits and
use/control rights. Some form of data about spatial boundary is required for operational and
statutory purposes (e.g. registration); boundary information is also required to understand how
areas with specified Indigenous property rights intersect with areas declared as protected or under
special administration under other Acts (e.g. forests, conservation areas, etc.).
However, precise spatial information, i.e. points, lines and polygons, may not support spatiality as
understood and practiced by Traditional Owners. For example, precise point data to define location
of objects/sites of cultural significance will not be suitable for sacred/secret objects and/or sites.
Indigenous descriptions of land also follow cognitive patterns, generally understanding boundaries
over land and resources to be flexible and fluid. It is also likely that other types of spatial
information will be required in future, depending on the purpose of the legislation, but also if
territorial management is to be undertaken holistically, e.g. basic types of data that may need to be
included are topography, flora, fauna and water bodies. However, existing legislation appears to
only consider static spatial information, i.e. information captured at a specific time. It does not
make allowances for the extensive and varied socio-spatial relationships that connect Aboriginal
people to Country.
There are also well-known issues around inappropriate or anglo-Indigenised toponyms
(placenames) which, in Victoria, are legislated under the Geographic Place Names Act 1998. This
is an issue for treaty to contend with, providing guidance in renaming inappropriately named
places, or where placenames have appropriated Indigenous names for settler-colonial government
purposes. Finally, the practical implications of the central role and authority of the State is an issue
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for future data governance and data sovereignty in the context of treaty. Secondary to this are
policies around open public sector information, where Indigenous spatial datasets may currently be
made available to the public and may not align with principles of free and prior informed consent.
There are also external influences on data policies and standards that need to be considered,
especially where global frameworks may not result in just and ethical data outcomes for Traditional
Owners.

Four key challenges and opportunities of treaty for the
land and geospatial industry
The Concept Paper research and workshop generated numerous findings about the implications of
treaty for the land and geospatial industry. These are summarised as four key challenges and
opportunities.

Spatial data and technology are part - but not all - of the problem and
the solution
Technologically, spatial systems are now able to deal with differential semantics and multiple
nomenclature pertaining to a place. Instead, it seems practical issues like spelling and
pronunciation pose more significant barriers as they are associated with the meaning and
significance of places and for which Indigenous groups. Therefore, consensus can be difficult as
well as potential restrictions around language use.

Tokenism and ‘terra nullius GIS’
The mainstreaming of reconciliation and use of Indigenous placenames can be perceived as
another extractive colonial process. New regulations around engagement with Traditional Owners
in using Indigenous toponyms can lead to initiatives that fail to engage local Traditional Owners in
a substantive way, resulting in tokenistic engagement that does not result in building enduring
relationships. This can result in a type of false claim, or ‘terra nullius GIS’.
Conversely, spatial data and technologies present opportunities to enable Traditional Owners to
tell stories in new ways, be used as a framework to approach Traditional Owners to talk about
Crown land in the context of treaty, or be used as an instrument to help non-Indigenous people
make sense of treaty (e.g. a ‘treaty-ready’ information system). However, real engagement is
predicated on ongoing resourcing of Traditional Owners as well as spatial capacity building.

Relationality and the impact of reductionism
Conceptualisations of Country are inherently inter-related and cannot be disaggregated in the way
that spatial science and the use of GIS has tended to model them. Connection to Country is
deeper than a physical affinity with a set of geographic features: it is considered as kin. This
conceptualisation does not delineate between human and non-human entities in ways that western
ontologies typically maintain.
The paradigm of reductionism – whether in the application of technology, the prescription of data
models and standards, or within legislative frameworks itself, is fundamentally in conflict with the
Indigenous worldview of relationality and detrimental to upholding Indigenous property rights in a
just and ethical way.
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Embrace new ways of relating: ‘co’-relationships
There are new approaches being developed and applied in other countries like the concept of ‘twoeyed seeing’ and ‘boundary work’. These serve to build a bridge between Indigenous and western
ontologies, and demonstrates how old and new ways, Indigenous and western science, can be
enrolled in co-producing just outcomes. This can be applied by institutions, industry and individuals
in their spatial practice with Traditional Owners.
Relationships between Traditional Owners and the state are also being renegotiated and reframed,
with the state increasingly positioned in the role of co-managers of data and consequently, coproducers of public value. This should be reflected in local data policies and standards, and
potentially in codes of practice and other industry standards of practice.

Three potential innovation impact areas
Considering the range of challenges and opportunities highlighted, this Concept Paper proposes
three key potential areas of innovation for the land and geospatial industry as shown in the figure
below.

Figure. Proposed innovation impact areas.

Innovation Area 1: Norms and professional standards
Creating new norms around both practice and practical aspects is a key area of innovative action.
This is likely to relate to two types of norms:
•

Cultural-cognitive norms, i.e. ‘knowing’ better: relates to developing more appropriate
theories and methods and redeveloping pedagogies and curriculum in the education and
training of future land and geospatial science practitioners.
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•

Practical and professional norms, i.e. ‘doing’ better: relates to developing codes of
practice that help non-Indigenous practitioners understand how to act responsibly and
ethically in the context of sovereignty never ceded. This also responds to an apparent gap
in the profession around professional development and accreditation to ensure responsible,
ethical and treaty-ready land and geospatial professionals.

Innovation Area 2: Data and technology governance
Institutions (and industry) should formulate and adopt data policies and standards that facilitate
land justice and ethical data use, such as those underpinning the CARE principles. Related to
these broad governance frameworks are policies that should be developed around data
sovereignty and data sensitivity, especially considering rapid technology development.
At the technology level, there will be a need to advance knowledge around the design,
development and implementation of spatial systems able to accommodate the unknown aspects of
Traditional Knowledge. This presents myriad opportunities for innovation by both industry and
researchers to advance understanding of how spatial systems are already/currently changing,
adapting, and trying to make space – especially in terms of new precedents in models, systems or
processes – and the limitations and possibilities being encountered.

Innovation Area 3: Engagement and capacity building pathways
New types of transactional relationships are emerging, particularly in the ‘co‘ modalities: co-design,
co-produce, co-manage, etc., but what remains important is the need to preserve and respect
Indigenous self-determination as an overarching principle for practitioners. Innovation in this space
is strongly predicated on sustainable resources for Traditional Owners.
Clear pathways should also be developed to enable Traditional Owners to access land and
geospatial expertise as they need. Conversely, there is an opportunity to develop capacity building
programs both to transfer technological knowledge to Indigenous communities as well as for land
and geospatial practitioners to learn to develop enduring relationships with Indigenous
communities to understand how best to apply their knowledge.

Towards a Shared Future
The Concept Paper shows that change is not simply a matter of ‘understanding’ difference better,
or ‘overcoming’, or ‘reconciling’. It is fundamentally about recognising how prescriptions about
describing, controlling and owning land and property, and the spatial methods and systems that
support this, contribute to reinforcing the legitimacy of the settler-colonial government’s claim to
land in Australia and our role as land or geospatial practitioners in this. The challenge for
geospatial concepts, designs, standards, systems, etc., may be to strive towards an ability to
operate in the context of incommensurability, as well as significant power differences.
There are potential impactful innovation pathways available. Industry practitioners and academics
alike operate as powerful agents of change, especially when they are willing to be open to new
ways of thinking and practicing. A lot of questions have been raised in this Concept Paper, and it
will require more work to propose and test innovative solutions; this requires a multi- and
transdisciplinary collaboration involving both non-Indigenous and Indigenous stakeholders. Only
then can we truly embark on a journey towards building a shared future.
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Abbreviations
ACHRIS

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Register and Information System

DELWP

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

FIG

International Federation of Surveyors

GIS

Geographic Information Systems

GISc

Geographic Information Science

LASSI

Land and Survey Spatial Information

PSI

Public Sector Information

RAPs

Registered Aboriginal Parties

RICS

Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors

RRRs

Rights, restrictions and responsibilities

SSSI

Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute

TES

Two-Eyed Seeing

UN

United Nations

UNDRIP

United Nations General Assembly’s Declaration on the Rights of the
Indigenous Person

UNGGIM

United Nations Global Geospatial Information Management Committee

Glossary
Cadastre

An official register of the quantity, value, and ownership of real estate
used in apportioning taxes (https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/cadastre).
A cadastre is normally a parcel based, and up-to-date land information
system containing a record of interests in land (e.g. rights, restrictions
and responsibilities) (International Federation of Surveyors, 1995, p. 1).

Epistemology

Refers to the philosophical theory of knowledge, i.e. how we know what
we know. Epistemology is generally characterised by two competing
schools of thought: rationalism (logic and certainty) and empiricism
(experiences and senses) (Scott, 2014).

Logical
positivism

Logical positivism, also called logical empiricism, is a philosophical
movement that arose in Vienna in the 1920s. It is characterised by the
view that scientific knowledge (i.e. derived from experimental verification
instead of personal experiences) is the only kind of factual knowledge
(https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/logical-empiricism/)

Ontology

Ontology is a branch of philosophy that studies the nature of being and
how reality is constituted and organised. It is often thought of as the array
of things that exist in any domain, their dependency relationships and
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their conditions for existing that underpin assumptions of how we
understand that domain (Harvey, 2006).
When applied to computing and the geospatial domain, ontologies are a
method of elucidating the structure and meaning of data. Ontologies
classify domain entities and describes the classes, properties,
relationships and hierarchies within any domain of knowledge (e.g.
geographic domain) (Podobnikar & Ceh, 2012). Ontologies make data
machine readable and interoperable with other domains of knowledge,
i.e. facilitate an exchange of knowledge.
Treaty

An international agreement concluded between States in written form
and governed by international law, whether embodied in a single
instrument or in two or more related instruments and whatever its
particular designation (United Nations, 2005, p. 3).
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Preface
In research, you almost always never end up with what you thought you would achieve. This
prologue reflects on our journey from conception to completion, possibly a microcosm of the
broader challenges of innovation for the land and geospatial industry.

The original idea
Advances in geospatial science means we now have greater capability in capturing those types of
meaningful information that did not previously lend themselves well to the structures of information
systems. The passing of the treaty law in Victoria motivated us to think about whether these
advances could be harnessed to co-design a place-based information system that responds to the
information needs of Victoria’s Traditional Owners as input for treaty negotiation. The original aim
was to explore and define concepts, considerations and conditions for such a system. We could
help ‘fix’ things! After all, geospatial people are mostly solutions-oriented do-ers!

A slight change…
The geospatial scientists in the group soon found that their approach to investigating Indigenous
place concepts was not possible without understanding how it was socially embedded and
constructed. The aim was therefore amended: we now sought to develop a place information
system predicated on key social structure concepts and relationships. We understood that these
are complex relationships and therefore decided an approach like graph theory, used increasingly
to model networks with spatial, social and temporal attributes, might be ideal.
This, however, took us down the path of concepts like moiety, totems and skin names, and we
were told (by people who knew more than us) that this was not right. First, such mapping activities
mimics retrograde anthropological activities now recognised to be highly problematic. Second, and
more importantly, if we truly understood Indigenous communities as sovereigns (i.e. recognising
sovereignty as never ceded), we cannot expect to know, nor would we necessarily be invited to
know, information about Indigenous places. How then can we solve a problem about place, if we
do not know how place is constituted?
It was jarring to hear that our practice, our world views and our own knowledge systems might be
limiting – and likely adverse – to the conduct of teaching, research and practice of geospatial
science on Country, where sovereign knowledge systems exist. This was confronting: it meant we
needed to turn the analysis on ourselves.

…and ending up (what feels like) five steps back
Therefore, as geospatial educators, researchers and practitioners, this Concept Paper has become
an attempt at critically examining our own practices. It tries (and this is the operative word) to make
explicit the reasons that drive what we do and how this has played a role – whether conscious or
otherwise – in perpetuating Indigenous land injustices. It also tries to learn from those practitioners
at the coalface to uncover some of the challenges and opportunities for innovation in our industry.
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What should be the new norms under a treaty framework, because it is clear ‘business-as-usual’ is
not going to work?
We now present a Concept Paper that is exploratory rather than exhaustive, with the many
questions raised within positioning this as simply an entry point. Although we have ended up with a
different outcome to what we had set out to do, this journey of tangents and U-turns has given us
the opportunity to work on a more fundamental piece of research that in truth, has felt like going
five steps backwards from our original idea. Some might consider our experiences as failure, but it
was necessary. On completion of this Concept Paper, it certainly feels like we are now moving in
the direction of beginning to (one day) re-attempt our original idea of co-designing with Traditional
Owners.
Why have I highlighted our failure? Because it illustrates the difficulty of this innovation that is not
only institutionally disruptive, it is individually disruptive. This prologue illustrates the challenges,
the necessary stumbles and the humility needed for innovation. And it is only experiencing this – to
understand the personal and professional relevance of these issues – that we can start to think
and act about how we can bring into reality the discipline of Geospatial Science on Country.
If our failure helps catalyse a discourse around responsible and respectful innovation of teaching,
research and practice within the land and geospatial industry, then I consider this a success. I
hope this encourages other land and geospatial professionals to join us on this journey towards
building a shared future with First Peoples’ nations under treaty.
On behalf of the research team,
Serene Ho
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Treaties are necessary to recognise historic wrongs. It is not about blame, but
about stating the facts, and attempting to right the wrongs.
Treaties are also necessary to promote fundamental human rights. It is
an opportunity to recast the relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
Victorians.
What is in a treaty is up to community.
Victorian Treaty Commission (2019)

Maps are the product of a complex mix of history, geography, science, myth,
art, and power relationships reflecting a selective outcome in representation:
maps are as much about what is represented as about what is not represented
(Wood, 1992; Monmonier,1996).
They are the result of the interface between different cultures filtered through a
set of common themes: inequality, exploitation, poverty, adaptation, resistance,
and resilience.
As such, they are situated in a contentious and controversial context.
Laituri (2011, p. 202)
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1 Thinking About Treaty Spatially
In 2018, the Victorian government passed Australia’s first-ever treaty law (State Government of
Victoria, 2018). This is a step towards treaty, with the law acknowledging Victorian Traditional
Owners as the First Peoples of what is now known as Victoria and as Traditional Owners to
Country. The law commits to an undertaking of negotiation towards treaty by establishing a legal
and institutional framework to facilitate the process between Traditional Owners and the State.
Mapping and spatial information – and hence, land and spatial practitioners – have played a key
role in demarcating land information that has led to treaties, Indigenous land compensation and the
(re)definition of Indigenous territory (Fox, Suryanata, Hershock, & Pramono, 2008). Therefore, as a
group of academics whose work touches on space, place and land, the passing of the legislation
presented an opportunity to consider how our skills and expertise, particularly in the spatial
sciences, could contribute to advancing treaty in Victoria given long-standing issues with
Indigenous spatial information at a state-level. For example, spatial and non-spatial data about
Indigenous property rights being fragmented across multiple databases such as the Victorian land
registry, Victorian Water Register, the Land and Survey Spatial Information (LASSI) system, and
the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Register and Information System (ACHRIS). Alternatively,
information may not be captured in a way that is effective, sensitive and respectful of Aboriginal
sovereignty, e.g. new arrangements negotiated under the Native Title Act 1993 and the Traditional
Owner Settlement Act 2010 are currently only recorded textually.
The Advancing the Treaty Process with Aboriginal Victorians Act 2018 sets out a framework for
negotiating treaty over existing Crown land within Victoria (approximately 550,000 hectares), public
land (7.4 million hectares or one-third of the state), and water bodies, i.e. the scope for negotiation
is spatially bounded. Given that place, and relationships with place, are fundamental to Indigenous
everyday life, governance and knowledge systems, and place-based relationships are dictated and
regulated by social relationships and indigenous customary laws (Law Reform Commission of
Western Australia, 2006), advancing treaty negotiations will require robust, integrated, social,
cultural, legal, and spatial information that gives meaning and definition to Indigenous property
rights due to the primacy of land/place in the contested relationship between Indigenous and nonIndigenous societies.
Imagine our surprise then, when we realised that the new treaty legislation was resoundingly silent
on any direction on spatiality. How then should land and spatial practitioners act? At a more
basic level, are we aware of how our science has contributed to Victoria’s colonial history, and
more broadly, contributed to the politics of place when applied to Indigenous knowledge? Perhaps
yes, but perhaps no. The content developed for this Concept Paper is no means exhaustive, but an
exploration that hopes to contribute to discussion and innovative action in the industry around the
challenges and opportunities facing land and geospatial practitioners for contributing to a shared
future under treaty.

1.1 A brief history of settler-colonial Victoria
In Victoria, there is a fraught history of dispossession, disenfranchisement and loss that underpins
the ‘progress’ of white settlement since 1835, which sits in contrast to the claims and concerns of
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legislators who established ‘protectorate’ regimes to ‘civilise the native’ and colonial rule over the
territory (Kenny, 2013; Nance, 1981).
Aboriginal people were forcibly removed from their traditional lands as the city of Melbourne and
colony of Victoria began to develop and shifted into missions across the state (Broome, 1994;
Ryan, 2010). Differences in approaches in the use and ownership of land created conflict between
the expectations of settler-colonial people and Aboriginal Victorians. Broome (2006) describes the
power dynamic between the two as a ‘patron-client’ relationship, i.e. colonial forces perceived an
obligation to provide for Aboriginal peoples; in turn, Aboriginal peoples occupying settler-colonial
properties expected to be provided for in terms of clothing, food and shelter. This paternalistic
attitude has carried forward in the relations between Aboriginal and settler-colonial peoples,
codified in policies aimed at protecting Aboriginal peoples, while incurring systemic violence and
dispossession against the very people it sought to protect in the process.
In 1843, Woi-Wurrung Aboriginal leader Billibellary made requests to the colonial government for
land by the Birrarung for Aboriginal clans to meet. This request was subsequently echoed by the
other members of the Kulin in 1850, and in 1852, two reserves were established, one in Mordialloc
and one in Warrandyte (Broome, 2006). Between 1860-69 five reserves/missions were established
by the colonial government to protect the Aboriginal people present within Victoria, and to provide
land that they were able to access without conflict with colonial authorities (Felton, 1981). The
establishment of these sites served multiple purposes in furthering the colonial agenda and
reinforcing the notion that the European-setter-colonial approach was the correct way in which the
world was ordered, effectively working to erase the language, culture and identities of Aboriginal
people. In addition, corralling Indigenous people into reserves eased the process of settler-colonial
land claims, as once the original inhabitants were removed, the land belonged to the Crown, by
virtue of it belonging to no-one. This followed in the vein of the claim of terra nullius which
legitimised the settlement/invasion of the Australian continent, further reinforcing the logics of
colonial governance (Borch, 2001).
Broome (2006) describes the experiences of Victorian Aboriginal people in the early years of
colonisation and settlement in Victoria, observing that as white colonisers tried to impose their
world view on Aboriginal communities, “Aboriginal people tried to impose their ideas of right
behaviour on strangers in colonial times” (p.432). This highlights a dimension of colonialism that,
while targeting ‘proper’ and ‘appropriate’ ways of being, is still intrinsically connected to the
occupation of space and the ownership of land/resources. Colonial governance operated as a tool
of dispossession by force, enabling land claims to be made by colonisers through the clearing of
Aboriginal communities and their enclosure in missions and reserves.
The role of the missions was one of control: firstly, through the removal of people from their lands
and placement in confined areas with controlled freedom of movement; secondly, through
restriction on the use of language, dance, song and social gatherings cultural expression (CurtisWendlandt, 2010; Grimshaw & Nelson, 2001). The histories and narratives that make up oral
traditions were ruptured through these bans: song cycles were lost, traditional plant and animal
knowledge was lost, rights to land and connections to Country and ancestral beings were lost
(Atkinson, 2002). With their sovereignty never ceded, Aboriginal nations have since fought to
maintain and to re-establish their rights to land, language, law and culture.
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1.2 Victoria’s treaty framework
Advancing the Treaty Process with Aboriginal Victorians Act 2018 has emerged in the policy
landscape out of concern that national level efforts towards constitutional recognition would
continue to be stalled, impeding movements towards treaty and legislative reform. In the two years
prior to the act passing, the Victorian government held consultations with Aboriginal groups to
determine an approach to developing the treaty process and how that would be delivered (Hobbs,
2019). Consultation took the form of Treaty Circles and allowed for open discussion between
community members. They were facilitated by local level volunteers who coordinated, recorded
and fed back the discussion outcomes to the state government. This formed the basis of the
legislation and since its passing, has resulted in representative elections being held across Victoria
in late 2019 to form the First People’s assembly (Victorian Treaty Advancement Commission,
2018).
The aim of the First People’s assembly is to be the ‘voice of Aboriginal people in Victoria’ in the
unfolding treaty process undertaken by the state government. The processes of consultation aim to
create a forum where diverse Aboriginal Victorian voices can be heard and there is representation
for all communities (Victorian Treaty Advancement Commission, 2019) The push to have
representation of diverse voices in treaty processes is critical for ensuring that the needs of
different communities are included in negotiations. A complexity in this approach is the
representation and weighting of the perspective of Traditional Owners and custodians of the land
area currently titled ‘Victoria’, and Aboriginal communities from other Countries who have either
been displaced or chosen to settle in Victoria. The Victorian Treaty Advancement Commission
(2019) states that:
Elders will ensure the Assembly is culturally accountable to the Victorian
Aboriginal community.
The Victorian government state that the Advancing Treaty process will be in negotiation with
Traditional Owners across the state, living both ‘on’ and ‘off’ Country. The Act recognises:
…the diversity of Aboriginal Victorians, their communities and cultures, and the
intrinsic connection of traditional owners to Country. Aboriginal Victorians are
Victorian traditional owners, clans, family groups and all other people of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander descent who are living in Victoria.
Victorian traditional owners maintain that their sovereignty has never been
ceded, and Aboriginal Victorians have long called for treaty. These calls have
long gone unanswered. The time has now come to take the next step towards
reconciliation and to advance Aboriginal self-determination. Aboriginal
Victorians and the State are ready to talk treaty (Victorian Government, 2018).
However, it should be noted that in recent months, the processes leading to the formation of the
assembly have themselves become contested including concerns over low voter turnout
(Wahlquist, 2019).
The concept of space in relation to policy that governs the structure of treaty negotiations is absent
in the documentation supporting the treaty’s scope and aims. It leads to the questions: to what
places does a negotiated treaty apply, and how should/will treaty affect the use, management,
access and ownership of the land, water, airways, flora, fauna and mineral resources? These
separate elements under settler-colonial legal frameworks are described as a ‘bundle of rights’ – in
Indigenous law systems and culture these elements are not seen as separate, they are one
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contiguous entity that comprises what is known as Country (Rose, 1996). In other words, what is
the relationship between property rights and treaty negotiations and how do these policy
frameworks interact?
History cautions us that such silences in policy and politics do not occur unintentionally. That which
is not mentioned can hold as much power as that which is made explicit, and a critical approach
demands that these silences be interrogated (White, 1986; Yanow, 1992). It is even more critical to
address these silences considering they are often common in Indigenous policymaking (Lavoie,
2013).

1.3 Research question
Many land and geospatial practitioners will find themselves playing a role – whether as
researchers, consultants, or public servants – in helping to address this silence. Their expertise is
likely to be enrolled in helping both Traditional Owners and the state to begin to ask, and answer,
vital policy and practical questions. This is especially since the use of spatial data and geographic
information systems (GIS) has become mainstreamed as a policy tool and is now widely used as
critical public infrastructure. Nonetheless, there are recognised difficulties in applying westernoriented GIS to Indigenous knowledge and this has yet to be considered coherently in the context
of supporting and advancing treaty in Victoria. Therefore, the central question addressed in this
Concept Paper is:
What are the potential spatial implications of treaty for the land and geospatial profession,
and how might the profession innovate accordingly?
The spatial implications of treaty are interpreted here in two ways:
•

Practice: How has the discipline of spatial science contributed to current concepts and
approaches used to record and represent Indigenous property rights that conflicts with
Indigenous knowledge systems?

•

Practical: What are the practical challenges and opportunities in current ways of recording
and representing of Indigenous property rights in Victoria, and how might this change in the
context of unceded Indigenous sovereignty?

Both interpretations are framed here as being intertwined, as shown in Figure 1, where the practice
(i.e. discipline) strongly influences practical aspects, but also acknowledging that practical aspects
often drive the ways practice needs to change.
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Figure 1. Central research question and its interpretations.

These interpretations also align with the institutional emphasis at RMIT University on reconciliation,
and the explicit encouragement for non-Indigenous staff to reflect and explore what this means for
disciplinary practices. Most of the research team sit within the discipline of geospatial science,
which teaches and conducts research into multiple areas around spatial data (i.e. information with
location attributes) acquisition, application, analysis and management. RMIT University also
teaches an undergraduate course in (land) surveying, accredited by the Royal Institute of
Chartered Surveyors (RICS) and regulated by the Board of Surveyors (Victoria). This is a degree
that produces graduates instrumental in the demarcation and registration of land and property
rights. How then might we engage in responsive reflexivity not only as researchers, but also as
those who fulfil roles as educators of future land and geospatial professionals?
Treaty in Victoria provides a significant opportunity to galvanise innovation, both for RMIT and the
land and geospatial industry. This is the time to reflect on the experiences of the past, and of other
countries, in undertaking treaty negotiations with First Peoples and recast Victorian land and
geospatial practices (and implicitly, the education and regulation of land and spatial professionals).

1.4 Research approach
The response to the research question is constructed in two main ways.
•

An extensive literature review achieves two objectives: (i) it backgrounds the key topics
relevant to this Concept Paper; (ii) it illustrates extant practices – both positive and
otherwise – of geospatial science (GISc) when applied to Indigenous territorial knowledge,
and the practical aspects of using and geospatial information systems (GIS) to record and
represent this.

•

A small workshop was held with spatial practitioners and a group of non-indigenous
academics at RMIT University with experiences and scholarship pertaining to Indigenous
engagement. Participants were invited to discuss the assumptions and values that underpin
their use of geographic information systems (GIS) and production/use of geospatial data
and how the treaty framework might impact their work. As well, for those who had
experience in spatialising/systematising Indigenous knowledge, they were asked to discuss
what they felt worked or not and reasons for both. The workshop was conducted over half a
day at RMIT University. The outcomes of the workshop are incorporated into Chapters 4
and 5 of this report.
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1.5 Paper structure
Following this introduction, Chapter 2 provides the starting point, introducing some of the key
topics central to the Concept Paper, primarily about the relationship between power and place
including some of the key events in advancing Indigenous land rights in Australia, leading up to the
current momentum in pursuing treaty. Chapter 3 reviews and discusses the theories and
approaches of geospatial science in recording and representing Indigenous concepts of place,
paying attention to the difficulty western science has in dealing with these concepts and inevitably
producing adverse outcomes for Indigenous communities. Chapter 4 extends this by reviewing key
pieces of Victorian legislation which prescribes how Indigenous territory is practically recorded and
represented, and from this, discusses a range of other practical challenges around spatial data.
Finally, Chapter 5 summarises practical challenges and opportunities raised by workshop
participants, and synthesises the learnings of the preceding chapters as potential focal areas for
innovation in the land and geospatial industry. It concludes by posing further questions that
emerged from the Concept Paper that still need to be addressed.
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Backgrounding Topics
This chapter introduces some of the backgrounding topics central to the Concept Paper, primarily
about the relationship between power and place.
The first topic is around sovereignty. Sovereignty is central to treaty. In the context of
Indigenous claims to sovereignty, these are further contested by settler-colonial conceptions of law
and right to place. Understandings of sovereignty influences our relationships with the land and
how we think about and manage places. Conceptualisations of sovereignty differ between social
forms and systems of law; thus, Indigenous and non-Indigenous concepts of sovereignty conceive
of the relationships between place and political authority in different terms. The relationship
between unceded Indigenous sovereignty and non-Indigenous assertions of sovereignty and
practices of governing are fundamental contestations in a settler-colonial context such as Victoria.
Two key aspects are briefly overviewed here: state and Indigenous sovereignties.
The second topic is around land and property rights. This overviews the dominant western
regime of tenure introduced by the settler-colonial government as well as Indigenous land rights
and key decisions leading to, and influencing, native title and its implementation in Australia.
The third and final topic is around treaty itself. Specifically, it backgrounds the events lending
momentum to treaty in Australia, but also review key arguments for and against treaty.

2.1 State sovereignty
Sovereignty is the central concept under negotiation in treaties. The modern concept of
sovereignty is attributed to the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia, which institutionalised the principle of
territorial delimitation of State authority and the principle of non-intervention (Besson, 2011).
This had two key implications: i) ultimate, independent and secular authority; ii) no intervention
from any outside influences (not of the State’s territory). Thus, spatiality is central to the question of
sovereignty.
Modern state sovereignty is now legitimised in both constitutional and international law. This has
resulted in the recognition of legal pluralism, and that sovereigns (in international law) are
acknowledged as not just the state, but peoples within states (Alfredsson, 2007). From a western
point of view, sovereignty is a social contract where territorial integrity and individual rights are
secured by a unified supreme authority (Moreton-Robinson, 2007). Sovereignty thus may
characterise “the relationship of the ruler or state towards other states” and “the independence of a
state from any other state” (Falk & Martin, 2007, p. 35). Brennan et.al. (2004) distinguish between
external sovereignty as the power of a nation to “deal externally with other nation-states” versus
internal sovereignty as determining “how and where power is distributed within territorial
boundaries” (p.312). Importantly, sovereignty is recognised reciprocally, e.g. as inferred under the
Charter of the United Nations1.
State sovereignty is often conceptualised as political/legal, internal/external, absolute/limited, and
unitary/divided binaries (Besson, 2011) and in most concepts, the definitions infer a construct of
the state as a monolithic power. However, with decolonisation movements and the growing
1

Charter of the United Nations (San Francisco, 1945), Ch.I Purposes and Principles, Art.2(1)
(https://treaties.un.org/doc/publication/ctc/uncharter.pdf).
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emphasis on recognising human rights, concepts of state sovereignty under international law have
been changing to recognise the rights of non-government actors, e.g. Indigenous peoples, as well
as an emerging expectation of states on how they treat their own populations (Corntassel &
Primeau, 1995).

2.2 Indigenous sovereignty
Sovereignty is ours. It has not been changed by invasion and sovereignty must
never be changed by invasion.
Gilbert (1988, p. 9) used these words spoken by Margaret Thatcher2 to illustrate the parallel
position Indigenous peoples have on their sovereignty: that it has “never been extinguished by
cession, by treaty, nor by formal purchase, nor by conquest; neither was it acquired by the
invaders, the British/Australians, by peaceful settlement of an uninhabited land” (p.27).
Although the intention is similar, Indigenous sovereignty is fundamentally different from the concept
of State sovereignty. Dr William Jonas AM, then Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social
Justice Commissioner in the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission, argued in a
speech3 given in 2002 that it is imperative that this distinction is emphasised as not doing so would
be detrimental:
This conflation privileges non-Indigenous interpretations and understandings of
sovereignty over Indigenous ones in a way that pre-determines the outcome.
And this has enormous ramifications for the treaty process.
It establishes a framework in which Aboriginal sovereignty is pitted against the
existing system. Aboriginal sovereignty becomes an oppositional force. It
becomes a threat to territorial integrity; to our system of government; to our
way of life.
And as a consequence, it irresistibly leads the broader community to the
conclusion that Aboriginal sovereignty cannot be recognised and must be
resisted… Defining Aboriginal sovereignty in these terms, in non-Indigenous
ways, is a way of guaranteeing its fragility and ultimate demise.
Dr Jonas, as well as other scholars (e.g. see Behrendt, 2003) argue that such conflation has
practical implications that prejudice the advancement of treaty: it provides the State with political
legitimacy to stymy treaty, and the Court with legal legitimacy to do so as well if admission of
Aboriginal sovereignty is perceived to threaten the foundations of the country’s legal system.
Legal scholars have framed the differences as an epistemological tension between positive and
natural law. In the positivist traditions of international law, states can decide what to recognise and
therefore may accept or reject the indigenous peoples' claims; under natural law traditions,
indigenous peoples are acknowledged to have an inherent right of self-determination the existence
of this right is not predicated on the State’s recognition (Lorns, 1992).

2

Margaret Thatcher, then Prime Minister of Britain, spoke these word on 19 May 1982 in a speech on BBC in reference
to the Falklands War.
3

https://www.humanrights.gov.au/about/news/speeches/recognising-aboriginal-sovereignty-implications-treaty-process2002
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Australia was colonised under the political doctrine of terra nullius, meaning ‘land that belongs to
no one’ or ‘uninhabited land’, a premise that was found to have no legal basis when contested in
the High Court of Australia in 19924 (Borch, 2001; Fletcher, 1994). The lines established through
settler-colonial state borders do not correlate to the borders of Aboriginal nations, established and
maintained through thousands of years of culture and law, passed generationally through oral
story-telling traditions and held within Country. Prior to colonisation, Australia was home to an
estimated 500 Aboriginal Nations and groups that inhabited the continent for over 50,000 years,
each with its own customs, practices, languages and lands5; it is estimated that the current state of
Victoria is home to around 38 clans6.
Through the colonisation/invasion of the British Crown, Aboriginal and Torres Straits Islander
peoples have lost their sovereignty, land rights, cultural rights and collective histories. Things have
been changing, albeit slowly, especially with international precedents to rejecting terra nullius. In
1975, the International Court of Justice found that since the indigenous people of Western Sahara
exercised a usufructuary right (i.e. right of use/enjoyment and right of profit), Spanish colonialists
were wrong to claim the land to be terra nullius (Gilbert, 1988). For Australia, the 1992 Mabo
decision was a critical turning point for Aboriginal sovereignty.

2.2.1 Country and Indigenous conceptualisations of place
The concept of Country as it relates to Indigenous sovereignty can be understood as a complex
relationship between individuals, family groups, clans and nations, where they are situated and
what they are situated in relation to. Country is known through stories and stories are held in
Country. Knowledge of Country is shared through stories and held in the animals, trees, rocks, sky,
waterways and soils that reveal their knowledge to those who know how to listen to it. Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander cultures define themselves by what they are situated in relation to and
with: these forms of relations are not bound by human-to-human connections but encompass all
living and non-living organisms within Country. Deborah Bird Rose describes how Country is
situated in relationship to Indigenous Australian individual and collective identities:
Country in Aboriginal English is not only a common noun but also a proper
noun. People talk about country in the same way that they would talk about a
person: they speak to country, sing to country, visit country, worry about
country, feel sorry for country, and long for country. People say that country
knows, hears, smells, takes notice, takes care, is sorry or happy.
Country is not a generalised or undifferentiated type of place, such as one
might indicate with terms like ‘spending a day in the country’ or ‘going up the
country’. Rather, country is a living entity with a yesterday, today and
tomorrow, with a consciousness, and a will toward life. Because of this
richness, country is home, and peace; nourishment for body, mind, and spirit;
heart’s ease (Rose, 1996, p. 7).
Connection to Country is thus deeper than a physical affinity with a set of geographic features: it
describes and prescribes social and familial relationships, encodes laws and customs, holds
language and knowledge. It is considered as kin in the same way western understandings of
familial structures would describe the sense/expectation of love and duty that is felt for a family
4

http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/orgs/car/docrec/policy/brief/terran.htm

5

https://www.australia.gov.au/about-australia/our-country/our-people

6

https://cv.vic.gov.au/stories/aboriginal-culture/our-story/38-clans/
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member with who bloodlines are shared (Atkinson, 2002). This conceptualisation does not
delineate between human and non-human entities in ways that western ontologies typically
maintain.
This relationship informs Indigenous Australians’ connection to Country, their place within it, and
their responsibilities to the land and species who inhabit it. Understanding kinship structures is
critical to understanding Indigenous Australian social relationships, law structures and rights to
place, as these concepts and knowledges are intertwined with, and determined by, kinship
relations. These relationships determine who holds knowledge of what place for which people. In
the Victorian context, this connection is illustrated in the following statement describing Dja Dja
Wurrung connections to Country (Dja Dja Wurrung Clans, 2016):
In describing what Country is and the importance of it in Indigenous
connections to place the Dja Dja Wurrung recognition statement with the
Victorian government describes how: In the Dja Dja Wurrung worldview,
dreaming stories of Djandak (Country) and Dja Dja Wurrung date back to the
creation of these lands and all within them.
Dja Dja Wurrung evolved with Djandak. Djandak has been shaped and
nurtured by the traditional way of life of the Dja Dja Wurrung People and their
ancestors, reflecting principles embedded in kinship, language, spirituality and
Bunjil’s Law.
Bunjil is the creator being who bestows Dja Dja Wurrung People with the laws
and ceremonies that ensure the continuation of life. Dja Dja Wurrung People
know Mindye the Giant Serpent as the keeper and enforcer of Bunjil’s Law.
Dja Dja Wurrung country is a cultural landscape that is more than just tangible
objects; imprinted in it are the dreaming stories, Law, totemic relationships,
songs, ceremonies and ancestral spirits, which give it life and significant value
to Dja Dja Wurrung People.
The values Dja Dja Wurrung People hold for their country are shaped from
their belief systems that all things have a murrup (spirit) – water, birds, plants,
animals, rocks and mountains. Dja Dja Wurrung People see all the land and its
creatures in a holistic way, interconnected with each other and with the people.
What is reflected in this statement is an understanding that land, place and Country are not
concepts that are able to be segregated within Indigenous world views; in fact, they are integrated
to the point that there is no distinguishing between them.
Country as conceptualised in this way is a proper noun. It is an entity with its own rhythms and
flows within which humans, non-humans, objects and landscapes are bound together through
tangible and intangible forces in reciprocal and dependent relationships with one another (Bird,
1996). Despite being displaced and having their land rights denied, Indigenous communities in
Australia have maintained their identity through connectivity with spirituality and landscape (Brady,
2007). However, the impact of colonisation on Indigenous communities has been profound;
connection to Country and continuity of stewardship of place on traditional lands has been
fractured and compromised because of forced relocations, assimilation policies and restrictions on
Indigenous peoples to practice their culture and languages.
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2.3 Land and property rights
Central to any discussion of treaty or negotiation between sovereigns, is the question of land,
resources and wealth and how the rights to these sources of sustenance and wealth are
distributed, and what forms of reparation are required for Aboriginal and Torres Straits Islander
communities.
Property rights within Australian law are conceptualised as a ‘bundle of rights’, or a collection of
powers that determine rights of use, access, management and ownership of resources and land
tenure (ALRC, 2015). There are three dominant forms of property ownership regimes in Australia:
i.

Crown-owned land, or land that is owned and managed by a government authority

ii.

leasehold land, Crown-owned land which is leased to an individual or family for an
extended period, such as a ‘99-year lease’, meaning that they will have use and
management rights to the land for the term of the lease

iii.

freehold land, refers to an individual or groups who own and manage an area of land
privately and is the most common type of property ownership.

Australian policy follows a neoliberal agenda that prioritises markets, and as such, the creation and
protection of private property rights (Moreton-Robinson, 2007). This aligns with the widespread
belief that private property is key to individual socio-economic emancipation and national
development (De Soto, 2000). There are, however, caveats to this: in leasehold and freehold
tenures, absolute rights are not granted over the resources that may be present on land holdings,
including waterways, species and mineral resources. Instead, access to these are granted through
state government licencing systems7. This results in situations where property owners and
leaseholders’ rights are conceded for the interests of corporations undertaking mineral exploration
activities, or up-stream extraction of water holdings that impact downstream environmental and
agricultural allocations.
For many of the world’s Indigenous peoples, land is owned and used as a communal resource.
This communal approach is in fact, oppositional to neoliberal development policies and leaves
Indigenous peoples vulnerable to dispossession (Moreton-Robinson, 2007). In Australia, legal
scholars have argued that Australia’s system of property rights and doctrine of feudal tenure, as
introduced by colonial rulers, is fundamentally irreconcilable with Indigenous tenure systems
(Hepburn, 2005b).

2.3.1 Indigenous land rights
Indigenous land rights in Australia have a contentious political history and the recognition of
Indigenous sovereignty and rights to self-determination in Australia’s political system have been via
civil rights movements and legal challenges (Lippmann, 1994; McGregor, 2008). As white
settlement progressed, a failure to recognise Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander sovereignty and
systems of land tenure was the primary tool through which the five British colonies across the
continent were founded.
Colonisation resulted in the wholesale dispossession, dislocation and disenfranchisement of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities across Australia. In addition to land holdings,

7

https://www.austrade.gov.au/land-tenure/Land-tenure/mining-and-mineral-exploration-leases
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natural resources were also key in propelling the wealth of the colonies. In the case of Melbourne,
the discovery of gold propelled a period of rapid development from the 1850s onwards, resulting in
it becoming the wealthiest city in the world during that period. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
labour, often forced, was used to secure the wealth offered through land holdings and natural
resources. The withholding of pay and the chronic under-payment of these labourers furthered the
extraction of wealth from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, as Palawa and
Pinterrairer man, Michael Mansell, highlights:
Basically, what we have in Australia is open access to the resources on
Aboriginal lands. As a result of that white Australia has generated enormous
wealth and revenue and we are left to stand in the queue (usually well at the
back) asking for a hand out. It is a procedure that has suited Australia well,
because as we all know, the wealth in Australia is not in the hands of
Aboriginal people, it is in the hands of white people. There are not too many
millionaires in the black community. Nor are there many communities in
Australia where Aboriginal people are involved in sharing the country’s
wealth…
…We have never seriously challenged the right of government to allocate the
resources from our lands. What we have been more intent to do is challenge
the amount of allocation that comes to us. We complain that ‘they’ did not give
us enough, yet ‘they’ did not have a right to take it from us in the first place.
That may well be explained by historical factors. We Aboriginal people have
been controlled in this country for over two centuries and, in the old days,
where our people were either rounded up and shot, or poisoned at the
waterholes, it is understandable that they had little choice over the extent to
which they could maintain control over their lives and their lands. Governments
wrenched that control from us (Mansell, 1994, pp. 161–162).
Recognising these forms of exploitation by the Crown and government is an important starting
point in treaty discussions as it forms the basis for truth-telling processes to unfold.

2.3.2 The Mabo decision 1992 and the Native Title Act
In 1992, the doctrine of terra nullius was challenged and overturned in the High Court decision on
the Mabo v. Queensland (2) court case. Justice Brennan found that the Meriam people had a
continuous and unbroken link with the Murray Islands and were entitled to use, possess, occupy
and enjoy their traditional lands8. The court also found that Indigenous Australians were not
entitled to compensation for their dispossession from their land; additionally, claims to native title
were extinguished on freehold and leasehold lands (Lippmann, 1994). Moreover, the justification of
a continuous and unbroken link being established as the basis for the ruling created restrictions on
claims to land made by groups that have been forcibly displaced through the progressive
colonisation of their Country by the Crown. Mabo vs. Queensland (2) established a legal precedent
for other land claims across Australia and is described by Lippmann (ibid.) as a “response to
historical injustice” (p.173).
On one hand, the Mabo decision was critical in that it found that terra nullius and the assertion of
sovereignty by the British Crown in 1788 was not legitimate and introduced the legal doctrine of
native title in Australian law to recognise prior Indigenous sovereignty8. On the other, by not

8

Mabo v Queensland (No 2) [1992] HCA 23 (1992) (http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/cases/cth/HCA/
1992/23.html?context=1;query=Mabo%20v%20Queensland%20No%202;mask_path=)
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overturning terra nullius, the judgement sustained and reinvented the myth of the Crown’s absolute
tenure (Hepburn, 2005a). Consequently, new devices were created, specifically that the Crown
now held ‘radical’ title, and the illegitimacy of the terra nullius principle was used to as a precept to
avoid dealing with colonial injustices against Aboriginal nations (Hepburn, 2005b). The Mabo
decision was also limited to Murray Island, which was mostly not affected by other rights (in this
case mining and freehold interests).
The Mabo decision led to the establishment and enactment of the Native Title Act in 1993. Native
title recognises the property rights of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, and that
the source of native title is not common law, but the traditional connection, occupancy and use of
land by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities that existed before colonisation
(Australian Government, 1993). Native title is therefore generally a communal title and the general
view today is that native title may still exist on vacant Crown land, state forests, national parks,
public reserves, beaches and foreshores, land held by government agencies, land held in trust for
Aboriginal communities, any other public or Crown lands9. Native title is however extinguished
where freehold title has been granted (i.e. upon colonisation)10.

2.3.3 The Wik decision 1996
In 1993, the Wik Peoples made a claim for native title to land on Cape York Peninsula in
Queensland, which included land where two pastoral leases had been issued by the Queensland
government. The case argued that both native title and statutory pastoral leases had coexisted and
therefore it was possible for the both native land rights and other statutory-granted rights to
simultaneously apply to the one piece of land. When the case was heard before the High Court in
1996, it was found in favour of the Wik Peoples, i.e. that native title could co-exist with other limited
interests granted by the Crown, such as pastoral leases and mining leases, and that exclusive
rights such as freehold and leasehold are entirely inconsistent with the continued enjoyment of
native title and would permanently extinguish Indigenous peoples’ title11.
The Wik decision led to a political outcry as around 42 percent of the Australian land mass at the
time was under pastoral leases. It resulted in the Howard government trying to reduce the impact
of the High Court’s decision by proposing amendments to the Native Title Act, which tried to
protect non-Aboriginal interests and provide security of tenure to non-Aboriginal holders of pastoral
leases and other land title, where that land might potentially be claimed under the Native Title Act
1993. The amendments also introduced restrictions to native title claims (AIATSIS, 2011).

2.3.4 Native Title issues
When native title holders enter into negotiation processes as set down in the
legislation, they become enmeshed in the process of accepting the terms set
down by Parliament that puts limits on the extent of their native title rights. In
this way Parliaments assert their sovereignty over First Nations (Senator
Patrick Dodson, 201812)

9

http://www.nntt.gov.au

10

Fejo v Northern Territory [1998] HCA 58 (10 September 1998) (https://aiatsis.gov.au/sites/default/files/
products/research_outputs_statistics_and_summaries/fejo-v-northern-territory_0.pdf)
11

http://www8.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/cases/cth/HCA/1996/40.html

12

https://www.nlc.org.au/media-publications/native-title-act-changes-challenged
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The above quote is from Senator Patrick Dodson in 2018, in response to the Australian
Government’s ‘Reforms to the Native Title Act 1993 Options Paper’, published in November 2017.
Senator Dodson pointed out that although native title is held exclusively by Indigenous Australians,
enjoyment of these rights is not secure and can in fact be changed by legislative processes
endorsed by Parliament. Senator Dodson highlighted six areas where he perceived the Native Title
Act requiring greater scrutiny and improvement: extinguishment; consensus decision making;
fungibility; compensation; burden of proof for native title; primary production upgrades on pastoral
leases. Similarly, Moreton-Robinson (2004) has argued that the Australian legal system and
Australian law is essentially “one of the key institutions through which the possessive logic of
patriarchal white sovereignty operates”.
This inference – that western tenure rights implicitly supersedes native title rights - continues to lie
at the heart of land rights contests. For example, in the case of Yanner v Eaton in 199913,
Indigenous rights to cultural practices, such as hunting, on Crown land was challenged. The High
Court found in favour of the Indigenous appellant and that the native title right to hunt had not been
extinguished. The finding also acknowledged the dissonance between western property concepts
and Indigenous ones; specifically, Justice Gummow noted that the Commonwealth legislation on
fauna conservation did not consider Indigenous practices such as Indigenous person’s enjoyment
of native title hunting right for personal, domestic, or non-commercial needs (Levy, 2000).
Australia’s trifurcated system of governance also results in tensions and inconsistencies in policy
frameworks governing Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and the establishment of
Indigenous land rights within the settler-colonial system. As Ngaanyatjara woman Sylvia Benson
de Rose explains:
When talking about the federal system, I want to say that in setting this system
of government and particularly in determining the borders of states, no account
of the interests of Yanganu was taken. No one asked where the borders should
be or what effect the borders would have on Yanganu people on one side of
the border or the other. This is very clear when you look at the different
attitudes of South Australia and West Australia governments to land rights. A
Pitjantjatjara from Wingenella in Western Australia has different rights over
their land under European law than a close relative living 30km away in
Pipalyatjara in South Australia (Benson de Rose, 1994, p. 147).
She further states that (ibid., p.148):
There are not enough examples of federal programs or states working
cooperatively that recognise Yanangu lands and cultural interests, other than
those imposed by government. A story about this problem gives an example of
how some Yanangu think: at a women’s council meeting we were talking about
government and constitutions and the Pitjantjatjara women from Kalka and
Pipalyatjara in South Australia and Wingenella in Western Australia all thought
they should make a separate state for those three communities, this makes a
lot of sense to us - but not necessarily to the government.
The right to land is the right to be in place and this is an intensely political element of the debates
that underpin treaty negotiations and the shape that they begin to take. Who has claim to what
land, in what ways, comes into sharp focus as differing claims to place overlap between both

13

http://www8.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/cases/cth/HCA/1999/69.html
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settler-colonial and Indigenous peoples, and between Indigenous groups, clans and nations? In
Victoria, Felton, (1981) stated that:
The communities on these Victorian missions and reserves included families
and individual Aborigines from all other states. When the missions and
reserves were abolished one by one, their descendants were moved and
relocated around Victoria, eventually settling in new locations mostly in country
towns and urban areas. Now, virtually no Victorian Aborigines live in an area
where their ancestor lived before 1860, and none of the reserves established
for Aboriginal purposes last century remains today, apart from [two sites]
(Felton, 1981, p. 168).
At present [1981] the only avenue open for the Aborigines in Victoria to acquire
land rights is through the Aboriginal Development Commission which is
empowered to buy land for Aboriginal land trusts or corporations… Victorian
Aborigines have presented six requests to the Commission from 1975 to
1977and only two have been granted… The possibility of obtaining land
through state legislation is negligible… The return of land to Aborigines in this
state cannot be easily achieved in the present Commonwealth and State
legislative framework. The issue of sovereignty, the legal acknowledgement
that the land did belong to them is vital. It is only upon this basis that
negotiations and legislation can be framed which takes into account a matter of
justice. It is also on this basis that compensation can be granted for land not
able to be returned (Moore, 1981, p.165).
Little of the previously reserved land remains in public hands today… The
great majority of the former Aboriginal Reserves are farms, having been
transferred and sub-divided many times over. However, some parts of villages,
towns and cities are often on former Reserves including South Yarra,
Mordialloc, Warrandyte, Franklinford, Maffra, Penshurst, Murchison and
Taggerty. Not a great deal of land was ever involved. Prior to 1860 about
222,280 acres was set aside. Since then a further 33,665 acres were reserved,
making a grand total of 254,945 acres or 398 square miles. That is an area
equivalent to 1/5 of the size of the Melbourne Metropolitan area was at one
time or another reserved permanently for Aboriginal purposes. But apart from
[two sites] it has all being revoked (Felton, 1981, p.176).
Despite native title having been in existence for more than 20 years, it was only recently in 2019
that the High Court of Australia determined compensation for native title, finding that this should be
constituted of economic and non-economic (cultural) loss14. In this case, compensation for
economic loss amounted to AUD1.23 million (of which almost 75 percent was constituted of the
interests accrued on economic losses) while compensation for cultural loss amounted to AUD1.3
million. It is of note that the award for cultural loss far exceeded the amounts argued by the
Commonwealth and Northern Territory governments, who wanted to limit the value to AUD230,000
and to 10 percent of the value for economic loss respectively.

2.4 Treaty
Treaty has been used around the world as a legal instrument to negotiate and re-make
relationships between Indigenous peoples and settler-state governments. The United Nations (UN)
defines a treaty as “an international agreement concluded between States in written form and
14

Northern Territory of Australa v Griffiths and others [2019] HCA7
(http://eresources.hcourt.gov.au/downloadPdf/2019/HCA/7)
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governed by international law, whether embodied in a single instrument or in two or more related
instruments and whatever its particular designation” (United Nations 2005: 3). This conventional
definition belies the complexity of treaties concerning Indigenous peoples, which often involve
responsibilities to non-human entities (Lightfoot & MacDonald, 2017).
The promise to negotiating a treaty establishes commitment and responsibility towards a new
relationship predicated on the concept of political sovereignty. This in turn is inextricably linked to
territory or place – as is reflected in colonial concepts like terra nullius and the ‘discovery doctrine’
(Frost, 1981).
The effects of colonisation were displacement, loss of culture and rights to traditional lands, and
Australia remains the only Commonwealth country that has not signed a treaty with its Indigenous
peoples (Watson, 2009). Land justice, reconciliation, and growing calls for self-determination and
sovereignty have long been agitated for in Australia, with earliest records of an argument from the
state being that of Saxe Bannister, the first Attorney General of New South Wales, who, in 1837,
argued that treaties should be entered into with Aboriginal people and that their rights to land
should be respected (Petrie & Graham, 2018).
To date, the treaty movement by First Peoples in Victoria and elsewhere in Australia has been a
long political campaign that have been documented by scholars (e.g. see Foley & Anderson, 2006;
Foley, Schaap, & Howell, 2014). Some key events are:
•

1967: 92 percent of Australians voted ‘yes’ in a national referendum to recognise
Indigenous Australian’s right to be counted as part of the Australian population and granted
the federal government powers to create legislation specific to Indigenous Australians, at
both a federal and state level. McGregor (2008) argues that this overwhelming result was
due to the absence of a ‘No’ campaign being present at the time, and that the referendum
has been used as a political trope to reinforce both self-determination and assimilation as
policy approaches towards Indigenous Australians.

•

1972: Both the McMahon and Whitlam governments made movements towards greater
recognition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders in wider Australian society, highlighting
the importance of protecting Aboriginal culture, language, heritage and rights to selfdetermination. In 1978, the federal government passed the Aboriginal Land Rights
(Northern Territory) Act (Fenley, 2011).

•

1979: A call was made for the establishment of a Makarrata, or a forum in which ‘truthtelling’ processes can be undertaken, based on the principle that through listening and
recognising the true impacts of past events forward movement towards healing and new
conceptualisations of the Australian nation could be imagined. However, the political will of
the federal government towards this concept has been limited at best, resulting in an
environment where statements of willingness to act are not followed up by material
outcomes (Fenley, 2011).

•

1988: Prime Minister Hawke stated a commitment to enter into a treaty or compact with
Australia’s Indigenous peoples, but no clear actions or aims were outlined and this goal
was not achieved during Hawke’s leadership (Fletcher, 1994).
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•

2007: The United Nations passed the Declaration on the Rights of the Indigenous Person
(UNDRIP); however, Australia, New Zealand, Canada and the USA opposed its passing15
(Hobbs, 2019).

•

2008: Prime Minister Rudd apologised to Australia’s stolen generations on behalf of the
Australian government. This was an act that previous governments had refused to
undertake, arguing that they were not personally responsible for acts of previous
governments from decades prior. This moment was significant in the relations between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians, signifying a change in government narratives
and position on Indigenous sovereignty and self-determination (Auguste, 2010).

•

2009: The Australian government finally became a signatory to UNDRIP. The UNDRIP is
non-binding but has led to a movement towards constitutional recognition of Australia’s
Indigenous peoples by both federal and state governments (Hobbs, 2018, 2019).

In moving to establish Constitutional recognition for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples,
the Australian federal government has undertaken a series of programs and consultations with
Traditional Owners:
•

In 2012, the Expert Panel on Recognising Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders in the
Constitution was established.

•

a Joint Select Committee met from 2013-2015 to scope and advise on movement towards
Constitutional recognition.

•

In 2015, the Referendum Council was established (with bi-partisan support) to hold
dialogues with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities across Australia and to
begin to develop a joint statement on constitutional recognition. 12 ‘regional dialogues’
were held across Australia and members of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities were encouraged to participate16.

In 2017, over 240 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander delegates met near Uluru and after three
days of debate, produced the ‘Statement From the Heart’ – a document outlining a collective
message from Indigenous communities to government leaders (Korff, 2019). This made two key
requests:
i.

that a Makarata, or truth-telling commission be established, enabling an Indigenous voice to
parliament and allowing Indigenous peoples to contribute to the development of policy that
affects them

ii.

for a commitment towards constitutional recognition and establishing treaty processes17.

The response from Prime Minister Turnbull was that the ‘Statement from the Heart’ was not
something that the Australian government would be pursuing as it was not something that would
pass in a constitutional referendum or indeed, something the Australian people were ‘ready for’
(Gordon, 2017; Wellington, 2017).

15

https://www.un.org/press/en/2007/ga10612.doc.htm

16

https://www.referendumcouncil.org.au/dialogues.html

17

Uluru Statement from the Heart (https://ulurustatement.org/our-story)
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In 2019, the Morrison government became the first in Australia to appoint an Indigenous person,
Ken Wyatt, to the role of Indigenous Affairs Minister, and declared that constitutional recognition for
Indigenous Peoples would be achieved in this term of government (Probyn, 2019). In October
2019, the federal government allocated AUD7.3 million for Minister Wyatt to undertake another
consultation process as he has stated that the previous process ignored ‘community voices’ and
was not an accurate representation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities’ vision for
reconciliation and recognition (Grattan, 2019). Consultation remains ongoing (at the time of
writing).

2.4.1 Treaty momentum
While the federal government has been limited in its movements towards treaty negotiations, state
and territory governments across Australia have begun steps to undertake treaty with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander nations and peoples. Although this is a step towards recognition, it
remains fraught with complexity and determining whose voices are heard and in what manner they
are listened to through the treaty process will shape the outcomes of the negotiations. In turn, it will
dictate who benefits and who does not through the resulting agreement. Key events in movement
for treaty in Australia include:
•

February 2016: The Victorian State Government announced a commitment to negotiate a
treaty with Aboriginal Victorians18.

•

September 2016: The Northern Territory Chief Minister Michael Gunner declared that the
Government would establish a subcommittee to “drive public discussions on a treaty”
between the Territory and Indigenous nations19.

•

May 2017: More than 250 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander leaders gathered at
Mutitjulu, at the eastern base of the sacred Uluru rock formation. The ‘Uluru Statement from
the Heart’ resulted from the convention and explicitly stated a desire for “a Makarrata
Commission to supervise a process of agreement-making between governments and First
Nations and truth-telling about our history”20. Ironically, its rejection by then Prime Minister
Turnbull actually fuelled demands for a treaty process across Australia (McDonald, 2018).

•

September 2017: The South Australian government commenced treaty negotiations with
the Ngarrindjeri Nation, later joined by two other Aboriginal nations, the Narungga and
Adnyamathanha.

•

April 2018: The Northern Territory (NT) Government and the Territory’s four land councils
agreed to establish a working group to develop a Memorandum of Understanding about
how a treaty between the government and the NT’s Aboriginal people should progress21.

•

June 2018: Victoria passes Australia’s first ever legislation stating intention to negotiate a
treaty.

•

18

July 2019: Queensland’s deputy premier announced a conversation about treaty-making.

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-02-26/victoria-to-begin-talks-for-first-indigenous-treaty/7202492

19

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2016/sep/12/northern-territory-labor-government-announces-majorityfemale-cabinet
20

https://www.referendumcouncil.org.au/sites/default/files/2017-05/Uluru_Statement_From_The_Heart_0.PDF

21

https://www.nlc.org.au/media-publications/land-councils-and-northern-territory-agree-on-an-mou-for-treaty
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Additionally, Hobbs and Williams (2018) argue that a recent AUD1.3 billion agreement between
Western Australia’s Coalition government and the Noongar people, “the largest and most
comprehensive” Aboriginal land agreement in Australian history, while negotiated outside a treaty
process, should be considered as Australia’s first treaty because it meets three conditions
common to modern treaties and international instruments like the UNDRIP. These conditions are
(p.35-36):
i.

That Indigenous peoples are recognised as a “distinct polity” differentiated from other
Australians.

ii.

That the treaty is a political negotiation respectful of both parties’ equal standing and
reflecting a “just relationship”.

iii.

That both sides accept a series of responsibilities so that the agreement can bind the
parties in an ongoing relationship.

2.4.2 To treaty or not to treaty?
While movement towards constitutional recognition is a strongly desired process for some
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and communities, it is also important to recognise
that some individuals and groups will choose not to participate in discussion pertaining to treaty.
Opponents to treaty state that government authorities are not genuinely engaged in seeing and
recognising other systems of socio-political organisation, and instead impose the logics of settlercolonial governance, making processes of treaty negotiation a ‘rubber-stamping’ exercise that will
not lead to genuine partnership and recognition of both as sovereign nations coming to a shared
agreement.
Simpson (2017) describes how governmental processes use consent as a ‘ruse’ to enable
dispossession of Indigenous peoples from their lands and emphasises the political silencing of
Indigenous voices in lieu of the ‘expertise’ of individuals and groups whose knowledge base is
codified using settler-colonial systems of knowledge. She draws on examples from North American
and Australian contexts, highlighting how centuries of colonial governance have worked to
institutionalise ontological and epistemological violence against First Nations peoples and their
ways of being and doing. Instead of ‘recognition’ as a movement forward for relations between
First Nations people and settler-colonial governance, she advocates for ‘refusal’:
I offer a deepening of earlier arguments I have made about recognition, about
its presumed infallibility and centrality to matters of justice. ‘Refusal’ rather than
recognition is an option for producing and maintaining alternative structures of
thought, politics and traditions away from and in critical relationship to states
(p.19).
Experiences from other countries caution us that treaty does not guarantee tenure security given
that the tension between recognising Indigenous land rights versus statutory rights in land
governance persists. Where Indigenous rights to traditional lands and natural resources have been
granted, these rights are not staid or concrete and continue to be subject to the benevolence of the
occupying force, often under the guise of delivering public value. In recent years, there are several
examples where rights bestowed under treaty with First Nations people in other countries have
been removed or compromised due to the political agenda and economic interests of the dominant
governing power.
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USA. Protests between Lakota Sioux peoples and the American government to prevent the
construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline from desecrating sacred sites, compromised heir land
rights and damaged their water systems. In 2017, the US government, through the police force of
Dakota, turned military grade weapons on Lakota Sioux people attempting to defend their lands.
This resulted in injuries and arrests for participants on site who were engaged in non-violent, direct
action defending Lakota Sioux sovereignty and land rights (Lane, 2018).
CANADA. Canada has a patterned approach to treaties with its First Nations peoples and there
are large sections of the country in which, similarly to Australia, traditional owners have never
entered into treaty negotiations with the settler-colonial Canadian government (Gardner, Tsuji,
McCarthy, Whitelaw, & Tsuji, 2012). Even under treaty arrangements, land rights are contested in
Canada, specifically in instances where traditional lands hold resources the state wishes to licence
or extract. This results in tensions between Traditional Owners and state/private sector actors, with
Traditional Owners maintaining their occupation of land even in the face of armed force (Canning,
2018). Access and rights to resources are a strong motivator for settler-colonial governments to
enter treaty negotiations and, as is seen in Canada, would legitimate large scale resource projects
without the need to gain consent and negotiate with traditional owners. This action compromises
land rights and use agreements laid out in the treaty with First Nations people in Canada.
AUSTRALIA. Similarly, within Australia, native title grants can be revoked by state and federal
governments where it is in the ‘public interest’ to do, with public interest typically being determined
in economic terms and measured using ‘jobs and growth’ as a marker of importance (Watson,
2009). The Queensland government has recently overturned the Native Title granted to over 1,385
hectares (13.85 square kilometres) of Wangan and Jagalingou country in the Galilee Basin to allow
the Adani mine to progress despite several court challenges put forward by the Traditional Owners
of the area (Robertson, 2019).
The danger in Treaty negotiations is the risk of tokenism and homogenisation of difference and
perspective. The complexity of treaty processes is creating a political framework that addresses
power imbalances between parties and recognises in its true depth Indigenous sovereignties and
meaningful forms of coming together which are underpinned by settler-colonial ontologies. The
opportunity present in Victoria is to forge a model that will address these concerns as well as have
the resilience to encompass and address the rights of refusal that some communities and people
will hold.
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Practice Implications under Treaty?
Sovereignty, territorialism and property rights have long been made material through maps
(Jordan, 2013). Maps are an instrument of state-formation and administration of the bureaucracy
(Scott, 1998) and though they are meant to be representative, maps also produce reality by
codifying and constructing knowledge, inscribing politics and power that become legitimised
(Pickles, 2004; Wood, 2010). This abstraction is critical: it plays a role in making knowledge
material or invisible and contributes to constructing the dissonance between reality and how that
reality is represented. As Anthias (2019: p.225-6) argues:
Maps do not merely represent objects in space, but produce the abstract,
homogenous space of the state – a spatial production that overwrites historical
conditions and internal heterogeneity, providing a tabula rasa for the operation
of state power and capitalist social relations (Brenner and Elden, 2009;
Lefebvre, 1991).
This chapter provides an overview of how geographic information science (GISc) conceptualises
and hence, records and represents space and place. Specifically, the limitations of GISc in dealing
with Indigenous concepts of place are illustrated, shown to embed and perpetuate adverse
outcomes for Indigenous communities. The chapter concludes by considering how GISc
epistemologies are evolving to become more responsive to non-western mapping needs.

3.1 Conceptualising place
There are evident differences between western and Indigenous relationships with place and
understandings of what ‘place’ is and how an individual/family/community/nation is situated in
relation to that space.
The concept of place, as understood in classical western ontologies, is associated with three
different aspects: (i) spatial, (ii) locale, (iii) sense of place. First, the spatial aspect is defined as a
fixed point on the surface of the Earth (Rogers, Castree, & Kitchin, 2013). Therefore, the physical
place may be defined by its spatial attributes, i.e. space: distance, direction, size, shape, volume.
Once this space is filled with meaning and activities, individuals, groups and societies transform
the space into places (Liu & Freestone, 2016).
The second aspect is the locale, which is a place “where the built, natural, and social environment
generated by cultural relations…that come together in one place” (Anderson 2019, p.53). This idea
engenders a more subjective aspect: the sense of place refers to “the emotional, experiential, and
affective traces that tie humans into particular environments” (ibid, p.53).
Thirdly, place attachment and the sense of place are based on a social and cultural construction of
place. These are important elements in the studies of place because it speaks of the perception
that humans give to a space, which is not separated from the use of the land and the feelings
attached to that space (Ujang & Zakariya, 2015). Therefore, the concept of place not only has a
physical aspect, but a psychological one too.
Semantics is also important in the conceptualisation of place. Wilkins (2002) identifies two
dominant understandings of the concept ‘place’: as a distinct thing of itself, or as providing the
basis for a locational or spatial argument, i.e. a spatial relationship. In the first instance, place
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exists, like other entities, regardless of conditions. In the second instance, place exists whenever
spatial predications (as represented by positions, spatial cases, or other morphological forms)
apply. Such places are created out of any type of real-world entity and they exist as places if the
predication holds true. In several Australian Indigenous languages, while there may be a word that
defines a place as an “entity”, there may not be one to describe a place as a “spatial relation”; in
these languages, the spatial relation tends to be communicated using “spatial cases such as
locative (a grammatical case that indicates a location)” (Wilkins, 2002).
As with discussions of place, representations of place are multifaceted, with two dominant
conceptualisations being: (i) geometric and (ii) cognitive. In a geometrical representation, the
space is bound to a fixed scale and level of detail; the spatial domain is partitioned by drawing
boundaries; geometric entities are context-independent; the data quality is evaluated by accuracy
and completeness of description; the interpretation of the place is absolute; and boundaries are
essential. On the other hand, cognitive place descriptions are bound to a level of particularity; the
spatial domain is identified using anchor objects and their relationships; the objects are chosen
depending on the context; the data quality is evaluated by relevance; the place is interpreted by
contrast to others; and boundaries are irrelevant (Winter & Freksa 2012).
The temporality of places is another important aspect to consider in place representation. One
contradiction in the geometrical representation of places is to see place as a static and timeless
concept rather than a fluid and constantly changing morphology that responds to and is altered by
internal and external material and immaterial forces that are linear in their temporality.
Representing place as a static construct ignores this, and Liu and Freestone (2016) argue that
representations of place should be considered a pause in time rather than an unchanging reality.

3.2 Representing space and place: the world in grids
and layers
The discipline of spatial analysis or geographic information science (GISc) was established as a
technocratic field in the 1950s and 1960s. It transformed geography into a quantitative science that
analysed social and physical phenomena as spatial patterns (Dixon & Jones, 1998). Algorithms
and rules became central to abstraction, optimising data collection, visualisation, generalisation,
analysis, storage and retrieval. The emergence of this discipline followed a philosophy of logical
positivism (sometimes also referred to as logical empiricism), which equated meaningful
knowledge production – or ‘truth’ – with directly observable evidence that can be validated and
verified and is not contingent on subjective perceptions, interpretation or experiences. Sieber and
Haklay (2015, p. 122) make the following observations about the epistemological origins of the
practice of GISc:
The field was accompanied by claims about accuracy and representational
power emerging from the quality of the instruments (e.g. sensors mounted on
satellites or a total station), the universality and absolutism of accuracy, and
the knowledge that experts in national mapping agencies and other state
institutions brought to, for example, spatial data quality standards.
Mirroring domains like computer science and statistics, truth tended towards
the singular (e.g. the most accurate and precise latitude and longitude) and
was sought via Mertonian norms of science, that is, the general expectations of
empirical scientists that were codified by Robert Merton (1942).
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Associated computer technologies, or geographic information systems (GIS), thus became
positioned as core to the discipline of GISc in terms of knowledge acquisition and production.
Under GISc, space became segmented and regularised to make it measurable. Leszczynski
(2017) noted that this ‘grid’ approach, as first proposed by Berry (1964), meant that “the only valid
objects of knowledge are those that can be placed within the intersecting lines of longitude and
latitude on a map”. This enables phenomena to be investigated using scientifically robust linear
logic to understand cause and effect. Such a grid approach essentially relies on categorisation,
which in turn necessitates the creation of databases, but this process of classification can be
problematic.
This epistemological position, and how GISc derives and arrives at ‘truth’, has long been critiqued.
For example, Taylor (1991) argued that the quantitative practice of geography under the grid
approach essentially forces the separation of social phenomena from its context (i.e. separating
representation from reality), a reductionist method that waters down true understanding of the
phenomena and instead provides opportunities to distort the truth – whether intentionally or
otherwise, resulting in ‘behavioural and structural violence’ (p.87) by practitioners. He noted that
under-represented and cultural groups – in particular, Indigenous peoples – would be most
vulnerable to such violence.
Agrawal (2002) also shows how the process of documenting, storing and reifying Indigenous
knowledge in information databases, widely believed and accepted to be useful and critical to
safeguarding Indigenous knowledge, is inherently political. The logic applied in classification
means that only ‘useful’ knowledge is preserved (often determined by non-indigenous
practitioners), and this abstracted knowledge only becomes validated as ‘knowledge’ when
subjected to evaluation and validation by (western) scientific criteria; only then is it ready to be
generalised for use (ibid.). For those knowledges that are recorded, the meaningfulness of the
knowledge becomes greatly reduced; additionally, those forms of Indigenous knowledge not
considered to be ‘useful’ are essentially rendered invisible. This means that even well-meaning
practitioners can find their intentions subverted by their very commitment to scientific logic.
The epistemology of GISc and GIS has also long been associated with a visual element for
representing reality, whether this be paper or more recently, digital formats. While its
epistemological foundations are more clearly reflected in the computational aspects, the process of
generating representations in GIS inherently reinforces this (Raper, 2005). The use of paper limited
visual expression and knowledge of the world relied heavily on abstraction; digital technologies
however, and the use of GIS with its inherent layer model, means that such abstraction is
potentially exponential, and knowledge is produced as layers and layers of abstractions that
together, gives rise to geo-visualisations that are increasingly realistic and therefore, less abstract.
This narrowing of the difference between representation and reality has drawn criticism from
scholars. Most notably, Pickles (2004) argued that such advances means that the ability to
distinguish representation from reality is becoming more difficult (especially for non-experts).
Moreover, GIS as a digital technology, means that those objects that can be represented are
restricted by the ontological conditions of the technology itself, i.e. only those objects that are
typically discrete, quantifiable, measurable and temporally static can be represented. Therefore,
while GIS is able to represent events in space, the practice of how these objects are represented,
often privileging certain world views, contributes to a limited understanding of space itself,
particularly as a reflection of those human values that give meaning to spaces or places (Brown &
Knopp, 2008; Schuurman, 2006).
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3.3 (Mis)Representing Indigenous space and place
Since the 1970s, GIS has been increasingly applied to indigenous contexts (Dobbs & Louis, 2015).
There are well-documented challenges around the development of indigenous cartographies and
information systems related to loss of concepts of land/place and boundaries, parameters around
data accessibility, and data sovereignty (Kukutai & Taylor, 2016; Louis, Johnson, & Pramono,
2012; Miller, 1995; Quijano & Ennis, 2000; Roth, 2009; Sletto, 2009; Turk & Trees, 1998;
Wainwright & Bryan, 2009).
GIS, when used to spatialise Indigenous knowledge, has long been caught in a quandary,
considered to be simultaneously empowering and disempowering (Anthias, 2019; Harris & Weiner,
1998; Radcliffe, 2011; Sparke, 2005). Since GIS and related applications have overwhelmingly
been developed in the western world and transferred to non-western contexts, it has been
criticised as being both top-down and ‘totalitarianistic’, especially when Indigenous knowledge is
distorted to fit the technology (Rundstrom, 1995). From a postcolonial perspective, the abstraction
that is core to representation in GIS is possible because of widespread dispossession of
Indigenous people of their lands (Sparke, 2005). In these instances, maps then become enrolled in
the assemblage of practices that promulgate western perspectives while suppressing Indigenous
knowledge systems and worldviews (Quijano & Ennis, 2000). Further, with the advent of GIS, state
maps have become invariably linked to national statistics, providing the basis for “cartographic
calculations of territory” where statistics are increasingly represented as, and assumed to be,
value-neutral (Crampton, 2011).
The Eurocentric assumption of expecting spatial information to be communicated graphically has
also omitted other types of practices in communicating spatial information. This includes examples
such as the performative aspect of Pacific Island Indigenous groups which pair oral communication
with body and facial movements; the auditory aspect of Hawaiian Indigenous groups; and the use
of objects and petroglyphs (Dobbs & Louis, 2015).
Indigenous knowledge is also characterised with “multiple modes of cognition from empirical
observation to dreams and messages from the ancestors” (Augusto, 2008, p. 216) and such
elements critical to Indigenous knowledge cannot adequately, or indeed, at all, be captured by
geospatial technologies. Interpreting any of these types of information requires cultural knowledge;
even reading maps assume as much (Cosgrove, 2007). However, non-Indigenous people may
never have an opportunity to learn about this context, nor necessarily be invited to learn about it.
Australian Indigenous groups in particular are known to be highly protective of this knowledge and
make it available only to certain people as knowledge-holders; therefore, spatial information in
these communities is often encoded, e.g. in paintings (Turnbull, 2003). Without invitation to
understand the context of this knowledge, Indigenous knowledge is vulnerable to being
mispresented or misused (Laituri, 2011).
GIS, and its associated tools, technologies and epistemologies, cannot be considered to be valueneutral and its use necessarily has ethical, and even ‘ironic’ consequences, particularly in rural and
indigenous communities, where “ironic effects demonstrate the myth in assuming that what is good
for each of us will be good for all” (Fox et al., 2008, p. 207). This results in differing benefits, often
with smaller communities more vulnerable to being disadvantaged.
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3.4 Evolving epistemologies and reconstructing GIS
practice
GISc and GIS have changed quite rapidly over the last 20 years. There is now a wide array of
easily available technologies (e.g. devices with increasingly accurate positioning and online
mapping platforms) that have mainstreamed the use of geospatial data and individualised locationbased applications. The increasing accessibility of spatial technologies, as well as the engagement
opportunities afforded by the internet, has led to the unsettling of the traditional epistemological
position of GISc and GIS.
This has given rise to a new agenda and practices such as participatory GIS, crowd-sourced GIS,
feminist GIS – all collected under the umbrella of critical GIS, which attempts to actively include
grounded knowledge to empower those dispossessed or marginalised through traditional mapping
exercises. This is a departure for a practice which has relied on using authoritative instruments and
quantitative structured data to construct ‘truth’. The practice of GISc/GIS is now developing to
contend with the everyday methodologies and reasoning and messy, unstructured, multi-format,
and often qualitative data that is socially constructed.
Consequently, the map as a modality of asserting power and knowledge is also no longer an elite
instrument of the state – or even GIS experts or academics; others are now able to make
“competing and equally powerful claims” (Crampton & Krygier, 2006, p. 12). It is also becoming
evident there has been, and continues to be, a growing shift in emphasis from maps to
cartographies, i.e. from space to place (Sletto, 2009). This trend, which accepts rather than rejects
GIS and its representational epistemology, aims instead to question the processes by which GIS is
used to represent knowledge (Leszczynski, 2017). Therefore, although GIS originates from logical
positivism and has been used in commensurate ways, it does not necessarily follow that the
technology itself can only be positivist (Leszczynski, 2009).
In the wake of critical GIS, new practices are constantly emerging. These are focused on
reconstructing GIS to introduce and normalise alternative practices and applications that disrupt
traditional knowledge production, and explicitly attempt to address the politics of knowledge, or use
GIS, for political action (Crampton, 2009; Thatcher et al., 2016). For example, participatory GIS,
while no longer new, is still considered revolutionary in its aim to transfer GIS technology and
expertise to those normally excluded from accessing it (Elwood, 2009; Goetz & Zipf, 2013; Sieber
& Wellen, 2007). This has included possibilities for enabling different spatial perspectives to be
accommodated simultaneously (e.g. Warf & Sui, 2010) as well as targeting GIS at a more
fundamental level, such as Schuurman and Leszczynski’s (2006) work to introduce information
about social, political and institutional context into GIS through metadata enrichment.
Advancements in technologies have also meant that non-traditional information sources like
qualitative data, multimedia and sketchmaps can now be accommodated or integrated alongside
more traditional geospatial data. In doing so, the use and application of GIS is now perceived to be
better able to support the social and spatial relationships long understood to provide place with
meaning (Massey, 1993).
Finally, broader societal and technological changes have also played a role in reconstructing GIS
practice. The proliferation of mobile and web-based service models, open source licensing models,
better internet infrastructure, as well as policies of open public sector information, have greatly
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increased usability and access to geospatial data and technologies as well as altered digital
practices in themselves.
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Practical Implications under Treaty?
The previous chapter overviewed the paradigmatic tensions that exist between western and
Indigenous conceptualisations of place and its representation. Treaty will fundamentally change
the relationship between the settler-colonial government and Traditional Owners in managing
Aboriginal sovereign territory. The development of ways of reframing and reconstituting what
spatial knowledge is, and how it can be known, is required for engagement between Indigenous
and settler-colonial ontologies. As Reid and Sieber (2019) argue:
Indigenous concepts explicate how western concepts can break a continuum
between physical and mental entities, deny the role of agency in geographic
entities and natural phenomena, view the environment as discretizable, and
prioritize class over relationship.
These differences can be so fundamental that a blind adherence to
conventional geospatial ontologies development and a desire to seek
universality risk assimilating Indigenous ontologies. In these instances, the
‘good intentions’ of ontologists break down and instead force an epistemology
of ontologies that can deracinate people’s cultures (p. 7).
The epistemic and ontological violence inherent in the western paradigm of geospatial practices is
analogous to the physical dispossession and decimation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people and communities across Australia. Silences in policy and politics occur intentionally, and
the same argument that be applied to representation of place: that which is not mentioned holds as
much power as what is made explicit. As Reid and Sieber continue:
Rather than clear-cut boundaries of entities and categories such as in
geospatial ontologies, Indigenous ontologies exhibit an unbounding between
classes of entities, where entities might be part of multiple classes…
For some Indigenous peoples, a non-physical entity with agency might be
inextricably attached to a geographic entity…The agency of certain geographic
entities and natural phenomena in Indigenous conceptualization greatly differs
from western systems of thought.
In particular, top-level and geospatial ontologies make clear distinctions
between fixed geographic objects, agents (humans), and processes happening
in time. These categorizations assume that geographic features and agents
possess distinct kinds of properties and discount Indigenous notions of agency
of geographic kinds (Reid & Sieber 2019, pp.8-9)
Framing in politics is narrative dependent and the framing of Aboriginal histories within Australia
has predominantly followed a narrative set forth by white Australians. A tradition of paternalised
governance tools and policies that pre-date the settler-colonial structures of government have
subjugated and marginalised Aboriginal sovereignties. This likely extends to the use of GIS.
Therefore, the question of spatiality in treaty negotiation processes is important. If the
spatialisation of sovereignty is central to claims of nationhood, how does current policy
account for Indigenous spatiality? Why is it that the Victorian legislation explicitly has no
mention of spatiality in its Advancing Treaty policy? For many land and geospatial practitioners,
these policy questions are important as it directly impacts on processes and practices, e.g. in the
legislative requirements that land surveyors need to follow.
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The distribution of land ownership and titling regimes within Australia further reinforce the colonial
agenda through the separation of Indigenous people from their land by the implementation of
property rights regimes imported through European ontologies of place. How is this dealt with in
land professions? And further questions emerge (though addressing these lies outside the scope
of this Concept Paper) regarding the impacts of these regimes in terms of the negotiation of treaty
and the question of reparations for the land and resources that have already been appropriated by
the Crown.

4.1 Existing legislation with spatial relationships for
Traditional Owners
There are six pieces of Victorian legislation identified and used in this Concept Paper. They have
been selected as they are likely to have direct practical implications for the land and geospatial
profession (albeit dependent on the area they work in). These pieces of legislation themselves also
refer to a range of secondary pieces of legislation. Some of the other legislation mentioned across
these six Acts include: the Forests Act 1958, the National Parks Act 1975, the Wildlife Act 1975,
the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978, the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988, the Water Act
1989, and the Sustainable Forests (Timber) Act 2004. This implies that treaty will likely have a
wide-ranging policy impact, suggesting that the question of future policy integration will need to be
considered and addressed.
Table 1 overviews the six Acts to be used here a basic example as these have some direct
implication for land, water and resource use:
•

Land Act 1958

•

Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987

•

Planning and Environment Act 1987

•

Geographic Place Names Act 1998

•

Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006

•

Traditional Owners Settlement Act 2010.
Table 1. Selected Victorian legislation with spatial components likely impacted by Treaty.

Legislation
Land Act
195822 (2012
amendment)
Conservation,
Forests and
Lands Act
198723 (2012
amendment)

Purpose

Spatial Aspects

• Governance of sale and
occupation of Crown
Lands

• Spatial extent of land to be jointly managed
with Traditional Owner Land Management
Board (s.4C)

• Provide a framework for
a land management
system

• Spatial extent of appointed land to be
governed under Traditional Owner Land
Management Board

• Establish a system of
land management cooperative agreements

• Spatial extent of relevant areas if appointed
area falls under one or more of: Forests Act
1958,

22

http://www.legislation.vic.gov.au/Domino/Web_Notes/LDMS/LTObject_Store/LTObjSt7.nsf/DDE300B846EE
D9C7CA257616000A3571/F601962BDAFCF08CCA257A6800034FFA/$FILE/58-6284aa122%20authorised.pdf
23

http://www.legislation.vic.gov.au/Domino/Web_Notes/LDMS/LTObject_Store/LTObjSt6.nsf/DDE300B846EE
D9C7CA257616000A3571/50A09E0E4FCB31B5CA257A2900223103/$FILE/87-41aa082%20authorised.pdf
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Legislation

Purpose
• Create a body corporate
called the
Director-General of
Conservation, Forests
and Lands

Spatial Aspects
Sustainable Forests (Timber) Act 2004,
National Parks Act 1975, Crown Land
(Reserves) Act 1978, Wildlife Act 1975,
Land Act 1958
• Spatial information as input into preparation
of management plan.
• Descriptions of land in determination
(s.82R)

Planning and
Environment
Act 198724
(2018
amendment)

• Establish a framework
for planning the use,
development and
protection of land in
Victoria in the present
and long-term interests
of all Victorians.

• Distinctive areas and landscapes - set out
Aboriginal tangible and intangible cultural
values for a declared area under Statement
of Planning Policy (s.46av)

Geographic
Place Names
Act 199825

• Make provision for the
naming of places and
the registration of place
names
• Amend the Survey Coordination Act 1958 and
the Local Government
Act 1989

• The "geographic name" relates to a place
and is the name registered in the Register
as the name for that place
• Defines what qualifies as a ‘place’ under
the Act (i.e. not an administrative
boundary).
• Set out the rules and process related to
selecting, assigning or amending a name of
a place including an Aboriginal or Torres
Strait Islander name of place
• Must specify criteria for assessment of
cultural heritage or other significance in
relation to the naming of places
• The register of place names and the
register of the names of streets and roads
under Part II of the Survey Co-ordination
Act 1958 form part of the Geographic
Names Register

Aboriginal
Heritage Act
200626 (2016
amendment)

• Protection of Aboriginal
cultural heritage in
Victoria.
• Empower Traditional
Owners as protectors of
heritage
• Strengthen rights of
Traditional Owners to
maintain their
relationship with
land/waters and other

• Definition of Aboriginal place of cultural
heritage significance (s.5)
• Definition of location of "Aboriginal object"
or community for which the object is
significant
• Definition of Aboriginal place (s.5)
• Spatial extent of native title area and
Traditional Owner connection (s.6, s.7)
• Spatial extent of land
development/use/works activities

24

http://www.legislation.vic.gov.au/domino/Web_Notes/LDMS/LTObject_Store/ltobjst10.nsf/DDE300B846EE
D9C7CA257616000A3571/9AA00660343977A6CA2582DB0015317E/$FILE/87-45aa138%20authorised.pdf
25

http://www.legislation.vic.gov.au/Domino/Web_Notes/LDMS/PubStatbook.nsf/f932b66241ecf1b7
ca256e92000e23be/AA1AA6C2CF569DB3CA256E5B00213C4E/$FILE/98-007a.pdf
26

http://www.legislation.vic.gov.au/domino/Web_Notes/LDMS/LTObject_Store/ltobjst9.nsf/DDE300B846EE
D9C7CA257616000A3571/9E95D1F6F18412C1CA2580D5001A215F/$FILE/06-16aa021%20authorised.pdf
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Legislation

Purpose
resources which they are
connected to under
traditional laws/customs.
• Promote respect for
Aboriginal cultural
heritage as contribution
to sustainable
development of land and
environment.

Spatial Aspects
• Spatial extent of environmental or
ecological knowledge
• Land survey activities
• Reporting of Aboriginal places and objects
(part 2, div.4)
• Acquisition and grant of land by state (part
3, div.2)
• Control of activities (s.34)
• Identification of land for survey (s.34a)
• Spatial extent of cultural heritage
management plans (part 4)

Traditional
Owner
Settlement
Act 201027

• Advance reconciliation
and promote good
relations between the
State and traditional
owners and to recognise
traditional owner groups
based on their traditional
and cultural associations
to certain land in Victoria

• Spatial extent of recognition and settlement
agreements (part 2)
• Spatial extent of relationship with
Indigenous Land Use Agreements (part 2,
div.2)
• Spatial information related to land
provisions (part 3) especially where it
intersects with other land-related legislation
• Spatial information related to grant of
aboriginal title (s.19)
• Spatial information related to land use
activities and Land Use Activity Agreements
– above and underground (part 4)
• Spatial information related to governance,
use and land-related entitlements under
Natural Resource Agreements (part 6)

4.1.1 Location
Currently, the most common spatial aspect that is explicitly mentioned across the various Acts is
location, i.e. the need to identify the location of those specific areas (land or water) to be
administered.
Firstly, there is location information related to those areas set aside to be specifically governed by
Traditional Owners either via native title or other governance structures (e.g. Traditional Owner
Land Management Boards), or management instruments (e.g. land use agreements and plans).
Secondly, there is location information related to those areas under scrutiny as potentially
impacting on Traditional Owners or Aboriginal cultural heritage, such as distinctive areas and/or
landscapes that would need to be declared under a Statement of Planning Policy (Planning and
Environment Act 1987, s.46av), or places where Aboriginal objects of significant cultural heritage
are, or thought to be, located.

27

http://www.legislation.vic.gov.au/Domino/Web_Notes/LDMS/PubStatbook.nsf/f932b66241ecf1b7ca256e92000
e23be/7718A865B4A91AD0CA2577A5001DA3D1/$FILE/10-062a.pdf
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Related to this are names of places and prescriptions for how these are selected, assigned or
amended, although no explicit reference to location is made (see also ‘Place names (toponyms)’).

4.1.2 Boundaries
Related to location is the need for information about spatial extent of areas, or boundaries, to
demarcate territorial governance limits and use/control rights. Areas falling under the jurisdiction of
native title, Traditional Owner Land Management Boards and other types of land use agreements,
plans or provisions are likely to require some form of data about spatial boundary for operational
and statutory purposes (e.g. registration). This also applies for areas of land to be acquired,
granted or surveyed, or areas of lands to be subjected to land development/use/works activities
under the under Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006.
Boundary information appears to also be required to understand how specified heritage areas
intersect with areas declared as protected or under special administration under other Acts (e.g.
forests, conservation areas, etc.)

4.1.3 Other spatial information
While not overtly explicit, it is also likely that other types of spatial information will be required,
depending on the purpose of the Act, but also if territorial management is to be undertaken
holistically, e.g. basic types of data that may need to be included such as topography and water
bodies.
For example, under the Traditional Owner Settlement Act 2010, spatial information about land use
activities will likely be needed, e.g. below-ground for infrastructure development, as well as multiple
forms of natural resource information to establish appropriate governance, use and land-related
entitlements under Natural Resource Agreements. Spatial information about flora and fauna will
also be applicable if land under Traditional Owner Land Management Boards are jointly managed
with other statutory departments, e.g. as prescribed under the Conservation, Forests and Lands
Act. Similarly, other types of spatially bounded environmental or ecological knowledge may
constitute cultural significance and contribute to the declared significance of a site. These data
types may be held by one or several state departments, organisations or local councils.
Conversely, Traditional Owners may need to provide spatial information to the Planning Minister if
they feel an area of significant cultural heritage is under threat from development.
However, existing issues with cultural heritage legislation, and the high levels of associated impact
for some Traditional Owner groups, means that a sustainable path forward is an issue fraught with
complexity around the need to generate income (via fees to Registered Aboriginal Parties and
fieldwork potential) to stay solvent versus the protection of cultural sites which attract little to no
ongoing funding for management of culture. For example, in the case of tangible heritage, there
are risks to its continued presence from erosion, theft, or defacement; in terms of intangible or
ecological heritage, the lack of funding is eroding the state of healthy Country.
There are also instances of spatial information not interpreted or recorded as such. For example,
under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006, while the Act talks about the spatial extent of
environmental or ecological knowledge, this is not actually entered into a spatial database. An
example here is that while a culturally modified tree (e.g. scar tree) will be recorded, culturally
important vegetation is not.
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Finally, the discussion here has only considered static spatial information, i.e. information captured
at a specific time. It does not yet consider spatial relationships that may exist and are important to
governance reflecting the extensive socio-spatial relationships that connect Indigenous people to
Country.

4.2 Practical implications in operationalising legislation
under treaty
The above examples illustrate how multiple aspects of current legislation related to Traditional
Owners have a spatial component. This suggests that there are several practical issues that need
to be considered under a treaty framework by land and geospatial practitioners tasked with
operationalising these policies.

4.2.1 Data production: points, lines and polygons
Spatial information is mainly constituted of points, lines and polygons and follows an epistemology
that pursues truth in precision (as described in Chapter 3). This is not necessarily suitable for
Indigenous knowledge purposes, e.g. precise point data to define location of objects/sites of
cultural significance is not suitable for sacred/secret objects and/or sites. Indigenous descriptions
of land also follow cognitive patterns, generally understanding boundaries over land and resources
to be flexible and fluid (Johnson, Louis, & Pramono, 2006), and also use topographic features in
the demarcation of territories and boundaries (Muller-Mahn, 2012). For example, Watson (2009)
describes the understanding of boundaries from the Aboriginal point of view:
The boundaries of the traditional homeland were marked by bends in the creek
or river, the rain shadow trees, and rocks, as well as fabricated markers. While
Aboriginal laws are specific to place and have a sense of boundary, they are
boundaries unlike those constructed by Australian law, which have mapped
state boundaries in straight lines across Aboriginal territories.
Aboriginal song lines do not travel in straight lines to make absolute boundary
areas between different peoples. Aboriginal songs have sung the law, and
those laws and stories are held in the land to form the song lines that lie across
the entirety of the Australian landscape. Some regions were shared areas,
while others were restricted, requiring permission to travel across the land and
thus avoid conflict (p 37-38).
Precise spatial information, i.e. points, lines and polygons, therefore may not support spatiality as
understood and practiced by Traditional Owners. The challenge for practitioners is to consider how
such place information can be represented sensitively.
Recognising that different knowledge systems, multiple cartographies, and diverse forms of place
representation exist is a first step towards adaptability. It is important to acknowledge that the
fundamentals of Cartesian-Newtonian epistemology do not include:
…the principle of the ubiquity of relatedness; non-anthropocentricity; a cyclical
concept of time; a more synthetic than analytic view of the construction of
geographical knowledge; non-binary thinking; the idea that facts cannot be
dissociated from values; that precise ambiguity exists and can be
advantageous; an emphasis on oral performance and other non-inscriptive
means of representation; and the presence of morality in all actions (Johnson
et al., 2006, p.87).
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Attempts to create Indigenous counter-mapping can
affect their notion of boundaries as the newly fixed
boundaries encourage communities to create a sense
of private property that was not there before (Johnson
et al., 2006). Any attempt to move towards a new
practice to represent Indigenous peoples’ lands must
consider these aspects in order to avoid similar
repercussion. Johnson notes:
For Indigenous communities, rediscovery of
their language and culture is intrinsically
connected to uncovering connections to their
lands which may be on the verge of
disappearing through dispossession or
educational assimilation. As people who have
stored significant historical, cultural and
scientific knowledge within place names, the
landscape is an invaluable knowledge
repository…
Recovering these connections through
Indigenous cartographies then becomes as
important a task for Indigenous communities
as saving tenure to the lands upon which this
knowledge is written (Johnson et al., 2006).

4.2.2 Types of data recorded
Current legislation also relates to the collection and use
of data that broadly corresponds to western standards
of scientific information, i.e. tangible, physical,
observable and verifiable data about spaces and
places. This falls short of fully accommodating the interrelatedness of Indigenous Peoples’ connection with
Country that gives place its significance as well as the
modalities of information used.
Using GIS to complement Indigenous knowledge would
benefit from the development of an information system
that supports planning and management of their
significant sites and places, based on Indigenous
knowledge as a repository for cultural and
environmental information (Harmsworth, Park, &
Walker, 2005). For example, Harmsworth (1998)
developed participatory methods connecting Maori
organisations and individuals in New Zealand, where
participants agreed to use culturally acceptable
methods to collect, organise and disseminate
information on Maori values in both text and
computerised formats. Specific geographic tribal areas
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Colonial/Indigenous
landscapes and the
‘cleaning up’ of
toponyms
The Mt. Niggerhead/Mt.
Jaithmathang issue
Calls to rename offensive Victorian
placenames like Mt Niggerhead, a
rocky outcrop in the northeast of the
state, was first raised in 1977. Over
the years, alternative names were
proposed by both non-Indigenous
and Indigenous parties but failure to
reach agreement continued for many
years.
In 2007, the Victorian government
announced that Mt Niggerhead was
to be renamed as the Jaithmathangs,
after an aboriginal language group of
the Bogong High Plains. This was
supported by relevant Traditional
Owner groups as well as the naming
authority (in this case Parks Victoria).
Concerns were however raised on
the last day with the (then) Minister
that the name was not appropriate.
The name, and the renaming
process, was criticised by the
Dhudhuroa Native Title Group (the
Traditional Owners for the area) for
not adhering to a free and prior
informed consent process.
This resulted in the selection of a
name which the Dhudhuroa argued is
not of their language and of incorrect
spelling, i.e. resulting in a toponym
that was both linguistically and
culturally inappropriate.
Despite the Dhudhuroa’s attempts to
overturn the naming, the name
Jaithmathangs endures as the
current official name.
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were used to classify such database. The model created enables traditional knowledge (oral and
texts) to be stored in a GIS and linked to other multi-media systems, with confidentiality and
intellectual property rights upheld.

4.2.3 Place names (toponyms)
It has been recognised that one of the key, and most powerful, ways in which Australian colonisers
took control of the landscape was through naming (or more accurately, renaming) (Carter, 1987).
In particular, the practice of appropriating Indigenous names for settler-colonial government
purposes, termed ‘anglo-Indigenising’, is argued to usurp and dispossess both language and
meaning (Kostanski, 2005). As Kostanski and Clark ( 2009, p. 190) observe:
The act of naming transforms space into place (Carter, Donald and Squires
1993) and toponyms act as cultural symbols and artefacts which, with the
passing of time, become cultural relics.
This tide has turned somewhat in the last decade or so with growing commitment towards
reconciliation and a return to sensitive and respectful use of Aboriginal place names. The Victorian
government has had a policy of dual names (i.e. colonial and Indigenous or vice versa) since 2004
but implementing policy has not been straightforward as even inappropriately named places, can
gain legitimacy and endurance simply through the passage of time. Simply put, a place name is
intertwined with identity and when a place name undergoes changes, backlash is often associated
with perceived threats to self-identity (ibid.).
Many locations can be identified and located by place names; however, in Aboriginal cultures often
there is only one name for a place and that name cannot be altered or applied to another place.
The focus on geometric specificity implies that oral and story-based mapping processes cannot
convey the specific spatial location of a place of geographic feature. Additionally, cultural taboos
can also restrict the use of specific placenames, such as amongst users of the Murrinhpatha
language (Blythe, Mardigan, Perdjert, & Stoakes, 2016).
Currently the Victorian government, through the work undertaken by Geographic Names Victoria,
encourages naming authorities (i.e. municipal councils, government departments and authorities,
and private organisations) to consider Aboriginal names when naming roads, features and
localities, in accordance with the prescribed policy frameworks28. This can be used for both new
opportunities and previously named sites, e.g. Budj Bim renamed from Mount Eccles29, Canadian
Regional Park renamed Woowookarung Regional Park30, and the dual name of Point
Richie/Moyjl31. Geographic Names Victoria are also undertaking place names workshops with
Traditional Owners, Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs), and naming authorities to enable
connections between these groups and explain rules and processes around naming.
The naming process as it stands, now more than ever allows for reconciliation and recognition of
Aboriginal language. The problem, however, is that a westernised approach to naming and
assigning names to geographic features, roads and localities continues to be used in mandates.
28

Naming rules for places in Victoria (https://www.propertyandlandtitles.vic.gov.au/naming-places-features-androads/naming-rules-for-places-in-victoria)
29

See https://maps.land.vic.gov.au/lassi/VicnamesUI.jsp?placeId=2610

30

See https://maps.land.vic.gov.au/lassi/VicnamesUI.jsp?placeId=122651://maps.land.vic.gov.au/lassi/
VicnamesUI.jsp?placeId=122651
31

See https://maps.land.vic.gov.au/lassi/VicnamesUI.jsp?placeId=6743
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This limits the ability to align actions with intentions and
can result in processes that continue to be
disempowering, even if unintentional (e.g. see sidebar
on Mt. Jaithmathang on p.34).
It should also be noted that current research in the
spatial sciences draws attention to the cognitive
interpretations of place, resulting in the development of
methods to obtain place names and true location to
create “smarter databases and automatic interpretation
procedures” in order to complement coordinate-based
systems (Winter et al., 2010; Winter & Freksa, 2012).
Cognitive mapping attempts to translate the linguistic
descriptions of place and consequently, embodiment of
what is in people’s minds and therefore, cognitive
concepts explain structures in a verbal place description
and localise objects without committing to geometrical
specified position in space (Winter et al., 2010). This
presents opportunities for addressing some of the issues
around anglo-Indigenisation of placenames. For
example, Geographic Names Victoria currently manage
and update a feature catalogue with over 400
geographic features which are western concepts of
features and do not yet include a list of Aboriginal and
Torres Straits Islander features, i.e. middens, scar trees,
etc.

4.2.4 Data sovereignty: governance and
ownership
At a fundamental level, the existing Acts draw their
power and legitimacy from the State. The Acts specify
the functions and powers of relevant Ministers (or vests
these in another statutory role) in governing and
administration of the Act, mostly manifest as control over
Aboriginal activities. For example, the Conservation,
Forests and Lands Act 1987 outlines the role of the
Minister in establishing Traditional Owner Land
Management Boards and how this interacts with the
State (s.82B). The Act also sets out the constitution,
governance, functions and powers of Traditional Owner
Land Management Boards and ongoing role of state.
Consequently, how the State interacts with these Boards
is also defined under the Land Act 1958, which
prescribes the conditions as to when and how various
State departments can enter into management
agreements with Traditional Owner Land Management
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FAIR and CARE
When FAIR data governance
is unfair for Indigenous
knowledge management
The FAIR principle – Findable,
Accessible, Interoperable and
Reusable, stands for key principles
that should be emphasised in data
management (see https://www.gofair.org/fair-principles/). FAIR is
recognised as a global framework
and is useful because it supports
knowledge discovery, data
integration, sharing and reuse of
data and hence, innovation across
disciplines and sectors. It is has
become particularly relevant in the
global trend towards open data.
FAIR, however, focuses only on the
technical aspects of data use, and
ignores the power and politics that
underpin data production, use and
management – particularly
significant in a knowledge
economy. This is troubling for
Indigenous knowledge, especially
given longstanding issues around
control and self-determination in
recording and using Indigenous
data.
In response, the CARE principles –
Collective Benefit, Authority to
Control, Responsibility and Ethics –
were developed for Indigenous
data governance (see
https://www.gida-global.org/care).
This is intended to complement the
FAIR principles to ensure both
people and purpose are considered
in the use of data for ethical
innovation.
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Boards (s.4B). In the Geographic Place Names Act 1998, the governing authority is the Registrar
of Geographic Names (appointed by the Minister), although periodic reviews need to be submitted
to the Minister. However, the Act also endorses the convening of a relevant and appropriately
skilled advisory committee.
•

In the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006, the governing authority is the Minister/Crown in
administration of the Act and therefore, governance of Aboriginal heritage (including
Cultural Heritage Land Management Agreements). It also specifies the Crown as the
recipient of any forfeiture of Aboriginal objects.

•

However, recent amendments to the Act allows RAPs to comment to the Planning Minister
about proposed amendments to planning schemes (under the Planning and Environment
Act 1987) which may affect the protection, management or conservation of places or
objects of Aboriginal cultural heritage significance (s.148fd).

Another relevant issue will be the Victorian government’s position on public sector information
(PSI), which is to make such data open by default to the public with minimal restrictions32. A recent
report by the Victorian Auditor-General demonstrated that the implementation of the policy is
inconsistent especially in the categorisation, storage and management of PSI, all of which are
essential for facilitating access, as well as governance and oversight (Auditor-General, 2015). For
example, the report highlighted the practices of the Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning (DELWP): while enabling open access to its geospatial data was exemplary, other
valuable PSI that it holds, is not. This is an issue since DELWP is a significant holder of Indigenous
knowledge, which is often disparate (spread across various business units) and not always
connected to spatial databases. Also, for certain Indigenous databases like ACHRIS or the Native
Title application boundaries, DEWLP only manages the data in terms of access but not the actual
data.
Another example is the National Native Title Tribunal, which makes available the following native
title data sets as open spatial data under a Creative Commons 4.0 license33:
•

boundaries of native title claimant applications as per the Register of Native Title Claims

•

the Schedule of Applications (Federal Court).

•

outcomes of determinations of native title

•

Indigenous land use agreements (on the ILUA Register or in notification).

•

Representative Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Body (RATSIB) areas.

•

historical native title determination applications

•

Registered Native Title Bodies Corporate (RNTBCs).

Although there are prescribed reasons for restricting access to PSI, i.e. privacy, public safety,
security, law enforcement, public health and compliance with the law, none of these specifically
relate to, nor reflect understanding of the use and governance conditions of Indigenous
Knowledge. As such, there is no specific guidance for land and geospatial practitioners as to how
best to interpret these policies under treaty.

32

https://www.vic.gov.au/datavic-access-policy-guidelines

33

http://www.nntt.gov.au/assistance/Geospatial/Pages/Spatial-aata.aspx
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4.3 ‘Best practice’
Best practices in the local land and geospatial industry are often influenced by professional
standards and international frameworks. For example, there are those prescribed by the
International Standards Organisation, e.g. ISO19115 Geospatial metadata standard34; policy
frameworks endorsed and recommended by global geospatial bodies like the United Nations
Global Geospatial Information Management Committee (UNGGIM) or the International Federation
of Surveyors (FIG); and global professional standards of accreditation and professional regulation
such as those governed by the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS).
It is particularly important at this juncture, when treaty is being negotiated, that the premise of
these ‘best practices’ are critically interrogated, especially since some, like RICS, could be
reasonably interpreted as a legacy of our colonial past and a continued perpetuation of ontological
approaches incommensurable with Indigenous sovereignty. Understanding existing framework
conditions and institutional structures is likely to require not just a technical investigation, but also a
sociological one especially on three fronts: regulatory, normative and cultural cognitive, which are
well accepted aspects for understanding mechanisms of institutionalisation, and hence, strategies
for deinstitutionalisation, especially in industries with professional standards like land surveying
(Ho, Rajabifard, & Kalantari, 2015; Scott, 2001).
In terms of ‘best practice’ especially in terms of data governance, there is a need to build on global
recognition that western intellectual property law is limited in its ability to appropriately protect
Indigenous Knowledge (United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, 2007). Within
Australia, IP Australia has also recognised the challenges in protecting and managing Indigenous
Knowledge (Terri Janke and Company, 2017). This included:
•

Increasing digitisation, since the access and use of Indigenous Knowledge becomes
infinitely more difficult and can be beyond the ability of Traditional Owners to control in
digital form.

•

Lack of specialised legal frameworks that protect sacred/secret Indigenous Knowledge,
even within native title legislation.

•

Lack of processes around understanding who owns copyright over the types of Indigenous
Knowledge that is documented as part of the native title claims process.

There are already counter-initiatives being developed, such as the CARE principles developed for
Indigenous data governance (see sidebar on p.36). The principles – Collective Benefit, Authority to
Control, Responsibility and Ethics – were developed to ensure that the movement towards open
data and open science engages more responsibly and ethically with Indigenous Peoples. Victoria
can leverage these initiatives as the basis for commencing a change process.

This standard is implemented in Australia by Standards Australia and endorsed by ANZLIC – the Spatial Information
Council as AS/NZS ISO 19115.1:2015 Geographic information - Metadata – Fundamental.
34
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Towards a New Spatial Relationship
and Building a Shared Future
We need to look beyond symbols to restitution: compensation, reparations and
resource sharing. Indigenous peoples, through seeking a treaty, invite us to
share in building an honourable future (McDonald, 2018).
This Concept Paper posed the question: what are the potential spatial implications of treaty for the
land and geospatial profession, and how might the profession innovate accordingly?
It sought to explore and deliberate the implications of treaty for land and geospatial practitioners in
Victoria, especially in the absence of any direction on spatiality in the treaty framework. This seems
especially important given the role of policy for directing how the land and geospatial profession
operates, and conversely, the role of GIS in policy.
In response to the research question, chapters 3 and 4 reviewed the range of epistemological and
practical issues and challenges in applying GISc and GIS to Indigenous knowledge, particularly
around recording and representing place, and the socio-spatial relationships implicit in Indigenous
concepts of place. Table 2 below provides a summary of the challenges and opportunities raised in
those chapters.
Table 2. Challenges and opportunities for innovation in the land and geospatial industry in the
context of treaty.

Implications

PRACTICE

Philosophy of
knowledge
(epistemology
and ontology)

Challenges
(Potential Areas of Innovation)
Epistemology of logical positivism –
emphasis on scientific truth,
quantitative precision

Innovations Currently
Occurring
Rise of critical GIS which includes
grounded knowledge to empower
those dispossessed or
marginalised through traditional
mapping exercises

Cartesian-Newtonian epistemology
unable to represent relatedness

Development of smarter
databases and automatic
interpretation procedures to
complement coordinate-based
systems

Place conceived as entity:
dependence on precise physical
attributes of space and spatial
relationships to define place

Data structure

Indigenous descriptions of land
follow cognitive patterns; flexible
boundaries and use of topographic
features

Cognitive place descriptions being
developed

Classification to produce databases
selects what is kept or discarded –
makes certain Indigenous
knowledge invisible

Non-traditional information
sources can now be
accommodated or integrated
alongside traditional geospatial
data

Indigenous knowledge is
characterised by multiple modes of

Information about social, political
and institutional context
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Challenges
(Potential Areas of Innovation)
cognition and such elements
cannot be adequately – or indeed,
at all – captured by geospatial
technologies.
Representation Represent space as segmented
and regularised: forces division
between physical and social
contexts of the phenomena.
Geometrical representation of
place: data quality evaluated by
accuracy and completeness of
description; interpretation of the
place is absolute; boundaries are
essential; conceives of place as
static and timeless
Points, lines and polygons not
necessarily suitable for Indigenous
purposes, e.g. not suitable for
sacred/secret objects and/or sites.
Practice of how GIS represents
spatial objects often privileges
certain world views
Eurocentric assumption of
expecting spatial information to be
communicated graphically – miss
other types of information practices
Objects that can be represented in
Technology
GIS restricted by conditions of the
(digital) technology itself, i.e.
objects that are discrete,
quantifiable, measurable and static
Distortion of Indigenous knowledge
to fit the technology

Implications

PRACTICAL

GIS, and its associated tools,
technologies and epistemologies is
not value-neutral
Governance

Framing of data policies
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Innovations Currently
Occurring
introduced into GIS through
metadata enrichment

Shift in emphasis from maps to
cartographies

Mainstreaming and accessibility of
GIS: transferring technology and
expertise to those normally
excluded
Maps as a modality of asserting
power and knowledge is no longer
an elite instrument of the state or
GIS experts
FAIR v CARE data principles
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5.1 How do we ‘do’ this (1)? Practitioner insights on
challenges and opportunities for change
While the literature provides ample examples, a practically oriented discussion may be more
productive in discovering and understanding challenges and opportunities for change pathways. A
small, multidisciplinary workshop convened at RMIT in November 2019 with practitioners,
academics and ‘prac-academics’ from various social and technical disciplines, and across multiple
sectors, helped to contextualise both challenges and opportunities through their own experiences
and help stimulate practitioner-led pathways for change. Below, feedback on challenges and
opportunities from the workshop are summarised.

5.1.1 Challenges…
Recording placenames – not just a technical challenge
As 2019 was the year of Indigenous languages, participants talked about issues around
Indigenous place names. Examples raised around the recording of Indigenous place names
indicate that it is essentially not a technological issue. Currently, it is technologically possible in
VICNAMES – the Register of Geographic Names35 to accommodate Indigenous place names
alongside colonial ones. A country that also does this well is New Zealand.

Figure 2. Screenshot from VICNAMES for Budj Bim, showing ability of the database to store
historical information about the place of interest
(https://maps.land.vic.gov.au/lassi/VicnamesUI.jsp?placeId=2610).

Instead, there are more fundamental challenges in recording place names (as also shown in
chapter 4). Practical issues like spelling and pronunciation are important as they are associated
with the meaning of those names and to whom those places are significant for. Other challenges
faced include difficulty in obtaining consensus around a place name can be difficult as well as
potential restrictions around language use. This raises important questions around who provides
approval or signoff for place names – and an opportunity for treaty to provide guidance to
practitioners. The attempt to record Indigenous place names, while reflecting good intentions, can
also be construed as another attempt at extracting culture, e.g. participants’ comments around the
perception of Indigenous communities as such naming practices as being tantamount to ‘taking’
language.

Tokenism and ‘terra nullius GIS’
The trend towards open data and open source maps also raises similar practitioner tensions
around the desire to mainstream Indigenous names versus respectful and sensitive use of

35
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Indigenous knowledge and control of that, especially when this is done as part of a technical
process without engagement.
Another example raised was that of land surveyors being sent out to collect place names for the
purposes of updating colonial names to Indigenous ones and ended up providing names that did
not engage with Indigenous histories at all. Such examples represent tokenistic engagement, and
could arguably constitute a false claim, i.e. an instance of ‘terra nullius GIS’, after Martin and
Booran Mirraboopa's (2003) broader concept of ‘terra nullius research’36.
Participants noted that Indigenous place names are often borne of, and reflect, significant stories
about relationships between community and Country – the two are intertwined, but these storymaking aspects are not typically accommodated in current information architectures; it also raises
the question for practitioners of mapping something that cannot be mapped. It should be noted
however, that VICNAMES (the Register of Geographic Names) does allow for historical information
to be added to any record, and potentially sound files as well to assist in the pronunciation of
Indigenous names.

Reductionist legislative definitions
Echoing common frustration among Indigenous peoples, scholars and practitioners that existing
Australian legislation does not effectively protect Indigenous heritage (e.g. McGrath & Lee, 2016),
participants commented that prescriptive legislative definitions enforce a distinction between ‘the
environment’ and Indigenous cultural heritage. This reductionist approach is detrimental in
ensuring practically effective protection of heritage (also supported by Butterly & Pepper, 2017).
This is particularly significant since conceiving the world in terms of holistic relations is fundamental
to Indigenous perspectives (Kwaymullina & Kwaymullina, 2010).

…and opportunities
Enduring engagement
Engagement between state government and Traditional Owners through face-to-face meetings
was highlighted as an effective avenue facilitating real engagement but there were concerns
around how Traditional Owners would be impacted, and how they would be resourced to continue
this in a meaningful way. Resourcing would enable Traditional Owners to act in a proactive way,
rather than reactively as tends to currently occur.

Transitioning relationships
Government practitioners note, that with increasing normalisation of the role of Indigenous
engagement, this is beginning to shift thinking around the relationship that state government
departments have with Traditional Owners. For example, in the use of LIDAR for documenting Budj
Bim, the process provoked understanding that the role is not about data ownership, but
increasingly, around building capacity in Indigenous communities to use geospatial data for their
purposes. Additionally, treaty may define a new relationship for defining and dealing with
inappropriate toponyms..

This follows the conceptualisation of ‘terra nullius research’ proposed by (Martin & Booran Mirraboopa, 2003) about
activities conducted in Aboriginal lands without the permission, consultation, or involvement of Aboriginal people that
generates false (research) claims about Aboriginal people.
36
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Spatial storytelling
Spatial data and technologies present opportunities to enable Traditional Owners to tell stories in
new ways, with examples around the use of LIDAR to tell the history of Budj Bim as well as the
stony rises along the Merri Creek. This can be both in traditional ways like 2D maps, but such
technologies offer other means as well like 3D visualisations. The question raised here by
participants was around helping Traditional Owners understand what spatial data enables them to
do, and subsequently, how Traditional Owners can be empowered through the capture and use of
spatial data about Indigenous places. There are already initiatives trying to leverage new
technologies like augmented reality, which enables multi-modal sensory experiences when
discussing place.

Place-based negotiations
Participants raised the prospect of using GIS data and technologies as a framework to approach
Traditional Owners about how to talk about Crown land in the context of treaty as Traditional
Owners may not think of treaty in terms of land since there are other expressions of land through
law. Conversely, it could also be an instrument to help non-Indigenous people make sense of
treaty (e.g. a ‘treaty-ready’ information system).

5.1.2 Example of bringing together Indigenous knowledge in a GIS
environment: City of Melbourne and Spatial Vision37
An example was provided by Spatial Vision of the work they have been doing with the City of
Melbourne, who are seeking to set a new benchmark for cultural heritage by engaging with
thematic and spatial analysis to reveal a richer and more nuanced understanding of the cultural
heritage that exists throughout the urban landscape of the central city. The project identified the
following key themes of Aboriginal history in the city of Melbourne (Table 3).
Table 3. Historical themes in City of Melbourne project (Source: City of Melbourne and Spatial
Vision).

Thematic Themes

Example Sites Mapped

Living on country

Landscapes, ceremonial sites, camping site, scared trees, burial
places

Making contact with
newcomers

Landing places, kidnapping sites, conflicts, meetings and
agreements

Defending Country

Massacre Sites, Conflicts, places of punishment, government
buildings

Segregation, incarceration
and institutionalisation

Court houses, gaols (lock ups), Missions, Hospital and Schools

Collection and exhibiting
aboriginal cultural material

Local, state and private museums and collections

Caveat of use by the City of Melbourne: “City of Melbourne are launching the Aboriginal Melbourne digital mapping
in May 2020 (likely during National Reconciliation Week), with Traditional Owners to be consulted about use of this
information after this date. It is our preference that discussions about “GIS Treaty Ready” not be confused with our work.
We have reassured all Traditional Owner groups that our mapping is not designed to be used for any determination as to
who the (legally recognised) Traditional Owner group of the municipality is. We will be working with Traditional Owners
closely before our digital mapping is launched.”- Jeanette Vaha’akolo (Senior Policy Officer, Aboriginal Melbourne).
37
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Thematic Themes

Example Sites Mapped

Expressing cultural and
spiritual life

Sacred Trees, Monuments, meeting/gathering places, schools
and universities, public art sites

Taking political Action and
overcoming disadvantage

Aboriginal organisations, Sites of Protests, Marches, fringe camps

Figure 3. Map detail highlighting the different geographic type for different sites (top) and map
legend (bottom).
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5.2 How do we ‘do’ this (2)? An approach to integrating
Indigenous and western science – the concept of
‘Two-Eyed Seeing’ and concepts of ‘boundary’
The concept of ‘Country’ challenges settler-colonial systems of knowledge and ways of thinking, as
it is not defined by boundaries drawn on a map, or able to be codified through polygons, lines and
points in a way that truly represents Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander conceptualisations of
place. It also challenges how a place can be known and who it can be known by. However,
creating space for diverse ontologies to meet and exchange knowledge with each other is a
practice that can bridge this divide, but requires a willingness to engage in the concept of ‘TwoEyed Seeing’ (TES).
TES originally advocated by Mi'kmaw Elders Murdena and Albert Marshall as a guiding principle to
integrate indigenous and western knowledge systems and perspectives (Bartlett, Marshall, &
Marshall, 2012). Since then, it has been applied in multiple domains as a way of attempting to colearn and co-design strategies for research and application of science to improve indigenous
outcomes (e.g. see Abu, Reed, & Jardine, 2019; Martin, 2012; Peltier, 2018; Wright, Gabel,
Bomberry, & Wahoush, 2019). For example, Abu et al. (2019) describe how TES can be applied in
water management and monitoring practices to the Saskatchewan River Delta:
The two-eyed seeing approach found many areas of corroboration across the
diverse knowledge sources. For instance, Indigenous knowledge, archival
records and instrumental observations provided complementary information on
alteration of seasonal flow, fluctuating water levels, shrinking lakes and rivers,
declining whitefish, sturgeon, and muskrat populations, and migration of moose
to southern areas.
Indigenous knowledge and qualitative archival records provided qualitative
information on these topics, and instrumental and quantitative archival records
complemented or expanded the qualitative information with measured trends
and specific figures (p.13).
TES allows divergent conceptualisations of place to come together and create new and shared
understandings; however, this way of engaging diverse ontologies is often limited.
Martin, Thompson, Ballard and Linton (2017) argue that TES is a method of engagement that
should be applied in policy making processes and emphasise the importance of settler-colonial
policy makers being willing to think in this way. The same argument can be made and asked of
geospatial scientists and surveyors.
Zurba, Maclean, Woodward and Islam (2019) developed the exploratory concepts of boundary
work and boundary objects as ways in which Indigenous communities, government and
researchers can work together to create communities of practice to engage in place-based
research. They reflect on the historical power imbalances inherent in geographic research in and
with Indigenous communities, highlighting the ways in which colonial structures are replicated and
explicated through these forms of relations:
Indigenous geographers and geographers working with Indigenous
communities and in the emergent area of ‘Indigenous geographies’ continue to
question what constitutes genuine co-research (p. 1023).
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Their conceptualisation of boundaries encompasses:
i.

methodologies that support collaboration, research and co-creation between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous actors, this can also be thought of the “weaving together of knowledge
systems” (ibid, p.1024)

ii.

development and implementation of co-governance approaches to bring together divergent
ontologies

iii.

the creation of objects and processes that inform planning and policy development in
relation to Indigenous governance.

In the Victorian context, the concepts of ‘boundary work’ and ‘two-eyed seeing’ have not been
applied as an explicit method of engagement with Aboriginal systems of knowledge and law.
However, in practice, there are examples of where a similar approach has been used. In 2012, Dja
Dja Wurrung, Wadawurrung and Taungurung Traditional Owner groups had competing claims to
Country under the Traditional Owner Settlement Act 2010. Representatives from the Traditional
Owner groups met, shared stories and knowledge and ‘walked Country together’. A Dja Dja
Wurrung representative explained that:
Just as our ancestors had done, we met, we talked, we stepped back in time to
walk the boundary. We followed the old ridgelines, we walked across the
landscape, we looked through our ancestors’ eyes and agreed on our
Countries. We followed the old ways and used modern tools to record our
boundary.
The information gathered and agreement reached between Traditional Owner groups were then
presented to Elders for approval, before being formally codified on a map by the state government
as an indelible record of the agreement (Aboriginal Victoria, 2019). This demonstrates how old and
new ways, Indigenous and western science, can be enrolled in co-producing just outcomes.

5.3 How do we ‘do’ this (3)? Four key areas of learnings
Taking together the outcomes from chapters 3 and 4, and the outcomes from the workshop, we
highlight four key learnings of challenges and opportunities.

5.3.1 Spatial data and technology are part, but not all, of the problem
and the solution
Technologically, spatial systems are now able to deal with differential semantics and multiple
nomenclature pertaining to a place. Both chapters 3 and 4 provide examples backed by
practitioner experiences.
While practitioners may generally be equipped to deal with technological issues, practical issues
like spelling and pronunciation represent the existence of more significant socio-cultural barriers
that may fall to technologists to resolve. These are typically associated with the meaning and
significance of places, and for which Indigenous groups. Therefore, consensus can be difficult to
gain, and even if consensus is gained, potential restrictions around language use places limitations
on representing Indigenous places.
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5.3.2 Tokenism and ‘terra nullius GIS’
Reconciliation has driven the mainstreaming of engagement with Traditional Owners, but this may
easily degrade to tokenistic measures. For example, new regulations around engagement with
Traditional Owners in using Indigenous toponyms can lead to initiatives that fail to engage local
Traditional Owners in a substantive way, thus resulting in tokenistic engagement simply to meet
the Naming rules that does not result in building enduring relationships. This can result in a type of
‘false’ claim, or ‘terra nullius GIS’.
Conversely, spatial data and technologies present opportunities to enable Traditional Owners to
tell stories in new ways. It can also potentially be used as a framework to approach Traditional
Owners to talk about Crown land in the context of treaty, or be used as an instrument to help nonIndigenous people make sense of treaty (e.g. a ‘treaty-ready’ information system). However, real
engagement very much requires ongoing resourcing of Traditional Owners as well as spatial
capacity building.
Practitioners should also pay attention to the data principles of FAIR and CARE and UNDRIP’s
emphasis on free and prior informed consent when engaging with Traditional Owners.

5.3.3 Relationality and the impact of reductionism
Throughout the Concept Paper, the importance of upholding the Indigenous worldview of interrelatedness as it underpins their connection to Country, has been emphasised. Upholding
relationality as a core tenet demonstrates the limitations of existing legislative frameworks and
spatial systems which effectively reduces place, space and land to their component parts. Since
legislative frameworks often dictate land and spatial practices; these should change, as should
data and professional standards, as they are detrimental to upholding Indigenous property rights in
a just and ethical way.

5.3.4 Embrace new ways of relating: ‘co’-relationships
Spatial science approaches are evolving and paying greater attention to the cognitive aspects of
place. There are new approaches being developed and applied in other countries like the concept
of ‘two-eyed seeing’ and ‘boundary work’, which serve to build a bridge between Indigenous and
western ontologies, and demonstrates how old and new ways, Indigenous and western science,
can be enrolled in co-producing just outcomes. This can be applied by institutions, industry and
individuals to their spatial practice with Traditional Owners.
Relationships between Traditional Owners and the state are also being renegotiated and reframed,
with the state increasingly positioned in the role of co-managers of data and consequently, coproducers of public value. This needs to be reflected in data policies and standards, especially
considering influences from external sources like global geospatial and data governance
frameworks and standards.

5.4 Potential innovation impact areas for the land and
geospatial profession
In a sense, for many non-Indigenous land and geospatial practitioners, a relationship with
Indigenous communities may be foremost mediated and shaped through GISc and GIS tools, i.e.
technological engagement before a social one. As spatial data and mapping systems increasingly
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become mainstream and is used as the main portal for accessing public sector data, this may also
arguably be/become the case for much of civil society.
Discussions at the workshop indicate that industry practitioners may well be spearheading
innovative practices, simply arising from the need to problem-solve. The recent shift towards
institutionalising reconciliation has stimulated and allowed for different kinds of thinking and
approaches. This places industry practitioners at the unique position of working on what is useful
about spatial information systems for Traditional Owners. For example, the ways that Traditional
Owners with agreements under the Traditional Owner Settlement Act 2010 (e.g. land use
agreements) are already trying to work with various local council planning schemes in areas of
heritage, conservation, etc., as well as other local services (e.g. fire, water management, etc.).
Considering the range of challenges and opportunities highlighted through the previous chapters
and building on the four key areas of caution raised above, we conclude this Concept Paper by
proposing three key potential areas of innovation.

Figure 4. Proposed innovation impact areas.

5.4.1 Innovation Area 1: norms and professional standards
It seems important that creating new norms around both practice and the practical aspects is a key
area of innovative action. This is likely to relate to two types of norms.

Cultural-cognitive norms, i.e. ‘knowing’ better
This relates to developing more appropriate theories and methods to i) understand how
GISc concepts, tools, and techniques themselves are constructed for both non-Indigenous and
Indigenous users especially in terms of how these contribute to open or close down engagement
with Indigenous Sovereignties; and consequently, ii) redeveloping pedagogies and curriculum in
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the education and training of future land and geospatial science practitioners, particularly in
applying the concept of ‘two-eyed seeing’.
For researchers and academics, this stimulates the need for reflection and reflexivity in academic
practice since to do the above, scientists will want/need to ‘know’ in certain ways in order to
operationalise their methods. Questions around scientific standards of ‘truth’ will need to be
addressed and re-framed: for scientists to operationalise their methods, they must first need to
‘know’ in certain ways, and this will need to change in the context of incommensurable
sovereignties and worldviews.

Practical and professional norms, i.e. ‘doing’ better
This broadly relates to developing codes of practice that help non-Indigenous understand how to
act responsibly and ethically in the context of sovereignty never ceded. This also responds to an
apparent gap in the profession. For example, the website of the Surveying and Spatial Sciences
Institute (SSSI), the national peak body for spatial science industry practitioners in Australia, shows
little explicit mention of an approach (policy or practical) to Indigenous spatial data nor even as one
of its Special Interest Groups (but maybe this is subsumed under one or more of its ten national
committees?). The point here is that the SSSI’s relationship with Indigenous knowledge is not
readily visible, thereby raising questions as to whether professional practice in this area is being
considered.
Similarly, a look at how land surveyors (also known as cadastral surveyors) are accredited in
Victoria indicates a technocratic paradigm persists in determining land and property boundaries
and associated rights. However, in areas where Indigenous rights likely exist, e.g. over waterways,
there is no explicit mention of specific conditions around Indigenous property rights and ethics of
engagement and access (e.g. in the Survey Practice Handbook). Again, perhaps it is assumed that
surveyors go on to read the relevant legislative acts and act accordingly. This presents an
opportunity for innovation around standards of professional practice that could also potentially have
international impact. Ultimately, this relates to providing leadership in understanding – and
potentially accrediting – responsible, ethical and treaty-ready land professionals.

5.4.2 Innovation Area 2: data and technology governance
Non-indigenous spatial systems are generally, by design, operating in colonising ways especially in
that they either claim to, or seek to be, encompassing, comprehensive, and providing value-neutral
information. This is recognised as impossible in the work criticising the FAIR principles and driving
the development of the CARE principles, which presents institutions (and industry) with the
responsibility to formulate and adopt data policies and standards that facilitate land justice and
ethical data use. Related to these broad governance frameworks are related policies that should
be developed around data sovereignty and data sensitivity.
At the technology level, if there are concepts that non-Indigenous people may not know and may
never know, and since the demands of Indigenous sovereignty are not yet clear, there will be a
need to advance knowledge around the design, development and implementation of spatial
systems able to accommodate such unknowns. This presents myriad opportunities for innovation
by both industry and researchers to advance understanding of how spatial systems are
already/currently changing, adapting, and trying to make space, especially in terms of new
precedents in models, systems or processes, and the limitations and possibilities that are being
encountered.
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Finally, with the rapid pace of technology development, there is much to understand about the
impact of new technologies like artificial intelligence and machine learning, which could very well
repeat the technological mistakes of the past in false assumptions and fragmenting interrelatedness of Indigenous territorial knowledge.

5.4.3 Innovation Area 3: engagement and capacity building pathways
Already, the examples from the workshop point to new types of transactional relationships
emerging, particularly in the ‘co‘ modalities: co-design, co-produce, co-manage, etc. This aligns
with overall trends in public governance and administration, but what is important here is the need
to preserve and respect Indigenous self-determination over what to share and who to share with as
an overarching principle for practitioners.
For example, one of the fundamental issues is the assumption that recording Indigenous
knowledge in public systems constitutes the production of some form of public value, especially
where native title rights or cultural heritage significance are located in ‘public’ spaces (e.g. forests,
waterways, etc.). This continues to situate the state in the position of being data procurers, data
managers and data owners, which is untenable if there is to be a shared future between two
sovereignties. This also requires thinking around the ways that existing boundaries, and
jurisdictions of state institutions and the spatial data and spatial systems they hold, will be
challenged and/or need to be changed.
This means that clear pathways should be developed to enable Traditional Owners to access land
and geospatial expertise as they need. Conversely, there is an opportunity to develop capacity
building programs both to transfer technological knowledge to Indigenous communities as well as
for land and geospatial practitioners to learn to develop enduring relationships with Indigenous
communities to understand how best to apply their knowledge.
Innovation in this space is therefore strongly predicated on sustainable resources, a known issue
as underscored by Article 39 of the UNDRIP. In Victoria, resourcing at RAP level is already a
problem: how will Traditional Owners be able to manage all the requests coming through, which
will likely exponentially increase in the lead up to, and post-Treaty? Further, as Indigenous
Sovereigns, Traditional Owners will need significant support in understanding how to specify the
procurement and development of spatial data and systems, especially to ensure that their needs
are ethically and sensitively met.

5.5 Unanswered questions
Throughout the course of developing this Concept Paper, other questions emerged but have not
been addressed as they are not in the scope of this paper. However, we document three key
questions that will likely have an impact on the land and geospatial profession.

Who owns currently recorded Indigenous information?
This can be further decomposed into a series of sub-questions around ownership of the processes
of categorising and structuring information itself, such as:
•

We assume the state owns its information and information systems – how might this be
transferred to Traditional Owners, especially given the significant capacity and resources
required?
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•

How should the ownership and control of Indigenous land information work in the context of
treaty, which essentially demands a new transactional relationship between Traditional
Owners and the settler-colonial government? For example, government departments may
currently assist Traditional Owners in deploying geospatial technologies to map Indigenous
landscapes (e.g. LIDAR, or aerial photography), which brings with it an expectation of data
ownership.

How can state policies with Indigenous spatial elements be better integrated?
The brief review of the six legislative acts demonstrate wide ranging impact on secondary pieces of
legislation. But how the spatial aspects of the all the policies is unclear, which will also have
implications on governance and data management.

How should ownership and control (or regulation) of land and geospatial
information work in the context of treaty?
And what should be the broader mechanisms for legitimising and institutionalising change? All
these changes presumably have a longer-term outlook, therefore scope for information/data to
change over time is crucial. There will be a need to ensure that this process - which in a sense
could be likened to Canadian ‘nation building’ processes – is protected.

5.6 Working together to build a shared future
Treaty is an opportunity for all of us to participate in a building a shared future. For most of the
team behind this Concept Paper, we are non-Indigenous spatial scientists, and therefore the work
here is an initial attempt at thinking through what we can do as part of a new treaty relationship.
This Concept Paper is not intended to be exhaustive but exploratory in nature; also, the outcome –
the beginning of both an individual and collective journey. Therefore, we hope this provides an
entry point to stimulate a much larger and longer conversation – and hopefully action – on how the
land and geospatial profession in Victoria can ready itself for building a shared future under treaty.
At the outset, we expected this Concept Paper to result in a technical, solutions-oriented piece of
work. Instead, what has emerged is a back-to-basics attempt to think through why we, as GISc/GIS
practitioners, do the things we do and the consequences this has had, and will continue to have,
on land justice if we do not stop and think about change. We received much help in thinking
through many of the issues raised here, most of which are not explicitly technical. Tackling the
political conditions, realities, and consequences of sovereignty is not typically within the scope of a
spatial scientist and the challenges in developing this Concept Paper reflects the complexities of
the conversation that needs to be had – and is still to be had.
This Concept Paper contributes to a longer discourse around cultural, normative, regulatory and of
course, technical conditions for recognising and protecting Indigenous knowledge, such as that
reflected in Article 31 of the UNDRIP, which recognises Indigenous peoples’ rights to own, manage
and control their Indigenous Knowledge; be consulted about use of Indigenous Knowledge; give or
withhold consent around use of Indigenous Knowledge (the free and prior informed consent right);
and make self-determined decisions about Indigenous Knowledge. Many of the proposed areas of
innovation will also require resourcing support not just from the industry, but also from the state, as
emphasised by Article 39 of the UNDRIP, which raises the need for the state to financially support
Indigenous nation (re)building.
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What is an evident outcome of this Concept Paper is that change is not simply a matter of
‘understanding’ difference better, or ‘overcoming’, or ‘reconciling’. It is instead, fundamentally about
recognising how prescriptions about describing, controlling and owning land and property, and the
spatial methods and systems that support this, contribute to reinforcing the legitimacy of the settlercolonial government’s claim to land in Australia and our role as land or geospatial practitioners in
this. The challenge for geospatial concepts, designs, standards, systems, etc., may be to strive
towards an ability to operate in the context of incommensurability, as well as significant power
differences.
However, what is clear is that there are potential impactful innovation pathways available to the
industry. The RMIT workshop highlighted the impact that individuals can have in this journey
towards change. Industry practitioners and academics alike operate as powerful agents of change,
especially when they are willing to be open to new ways of thinking and practicing. It is important to
give weight to the role and agency of individuals as new tools and approaches are often the result
of individual activities, and transferability and scalability is enabled (and disabled) by appropriate
institutional structures.
A lot of questions have been raised in this Concept Paper, and it will require even more work to try
to propose and test innovative solutions. This is not just work for spatial scientists but requires a
multi- and transdisciplinary collaboration, involving both non-Indigenous and Indigenous
stakeholders. Only then can we truly embark on a journey towards building a shared future.
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